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MILITARY ASPECTS OF .G"'UROPJ~N SECURITY 

by Ljubivoje A6imovi6 

The Conference on Security and Co-operation in 

Europe devoted a serioU::;J effort to the cause of promoting 

the military aspect& of European security. This was reflected 

in the adoption of a separate Document on this matter within 
1 the Final Act. 

'fhe value of this document lies above all in its 

specific political effect, particularly because its adoption. 
,.<· 

indicates that the attitude on the compl~entary nature, or 

mutual relationship
1
of political and military aspects of r; 

security, has been on an all-'European leyel recognized in 

principle and applied in concrete terms; a new step has been 

made towards creating an all-European multilateral system of 

military security measures and the first, albeit modest, 

mechanism was created to build up confidence (in the first 

place the measure of prior notification of major military 

manoeuvres); and finally, a new all-European track of efforts 

aimed at controlling and restraining effects of the military 

factor in Europe has been traced, and the monopoly of the 

1 Because of the French opposition the title of the Document 
does not include the proper wording "the military aspects 
of European security", but, instead, it Teads "Document on 
confiden~e-building measures and certain aspects of security 
and disarmament". Despite its having been used all the time 
during the drafting stage in Geneva, the French delegation 
strongly opposed at the very end of the Second phase of the 
CSCE any explicit reference to the military aspects of 
security. 
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blocs in the field of military security has been thereby 

challenged. 'l'his achievement, just as an initial step and a 

basis f•r further developments, is no doubt important and 

deserves attention. Yet wieved as a move towards the ultimate 

goal, it is extremely modest; moreover, it is disproportionate 

to what was accomplished in other domains at the Conference, 

especially in the political field. This critical note, 

needless to say, should not be understood as a negation of 

what has been achieved, but rather as a recognition of the 

realities which call for new, increased efforts on the road 

that has just commenced. 

The implementation of the document on the 

military aspects of European securiti 

The system of notifying military manoeuvres, along 

with inviting observers, has been, on the whole, functioning 

to some extent satisfactorily. According to the information 

at my disposal, twenty one military manoeuvres have been 

notified till Narch 1977: thirteen of them organized within 

NATO, three within the vlarsaw Pact and five in neutral 

(Switzerland, Sweden) and nonaligned countries (Yugoslavia). 

This entirely new practice in Europe becomes still more 

significant if some additional facts are taken into account: 

the system of prior notification has functioned regularly 

despite the fact that the Final Act suggests, in a way, its 

voluntary basis; a large portion (about two thirds) of the 

notified manoeuvres has been of a level lower than 25,ooo 
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troops; invitations of observers have taken place in nine 

cases; in addition to the above mentioned notifications of 

large -scale military manoeuvres there have been ~uite:a:B 

(few,notifications~lo~er ~scal'e;mili tary_manoeuvres-g:0'en::JI 

~on-a:b.ilateral-basis-(for-instance-;-twelvebetween·Yugoslavia::!f 

(in_d-Italy). 

However, in the functioning of this system certain 

weaknesses have occurred. Some .instances of evading notifica

tion of major military manoeuvres have been reportedf.:§y:J 

(bre_a.ll::i,rrP:;:p~emtiJ!to":"s~.v5Jral-:smal·ler-scale~mutually•coordinated' 

(]:nes) developing either in succession or simultaneously, but 

on different places in one gee-strategic area. In addition, 

there have been some complaints about the way in which ex-

changes of observers were implemented b·ecause in some instan-

ces they were not offered adequate possibilities to fulfill 

properly their functions. 

As to the other measures, however, very little has 

been accomplished so far: there has been no notification of 

either major military movements or of manoeuvres of amphibious 

or airborne tro~ps, as well as of those in the adjoining sea 

area and air space; the already existing exchanges of military 

personnel have in fact little changed within the Follow-up 

to the CSCE - either in qualitative or in quantitative terms; 

no visible self-restraint has been displayed in military acti-

vities liable to cause misunderstanding or tension; no'informa-

tion about relevant developments in the MFR negotiations has 

been provided to other states by the negotiating forum in 

Vienna; ~wlioTe-c-ohcep~ of ::the -complementary _I1atuz:e_,:of.:"th'e:::t -
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~al- an.A_~~X~"tct!'Y 1J:SP~~~s-~o_f ~ 13eC:~~i;7~ as set forth in 

General considerations, (nas_'~n-~t_bEien=g~_~u_i~elJ>: :avf:>lie§.' in 

practice. 

Finally, as far as the present military context of 

European security is concerned, the situation is, no doubt, 

unsatisfactory: nothing has changed from the Cold War days 

regarding both the military structure and the level of arms 

and forces deployed in Europe. Moreover, from the point of 

view of the modernization of armies and qualitative impro

vements of weapons the situation has even worsened. It goes 

without saying that this state of affairs affects the process 

of promoting security and co-operation in ~lirope. It, in fact, 

sets limits to this process. 

The Belgrade meeting l977 - tasks in the field 

of the m.lli_tary aspects of European· security 

·First of all, let me make a preliminary remark: in 

discussing the implementation of the Final Act everyone 

eloquently emphasizes the inevitability of its integral applica-

tion; in practice, however, many have a rather selective appro

ach and de facto treat individual portions of the document 

quite differently. Further, deficiency lies in a tendency 

amongst many to alleviate the concessions they made. at the 

Conference for the sake of compromises by interpreting certain 

provisions of the Final Act in a way which actually means a 

retreat towards their original i.e. starting positions; finality 

the third dBficiency lies in the fact that the implementation 

of the Final Act has been approached in a static way in spite 
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of· its built-in dynamic concept. 

These three deficiencies figure very prominently 

in the domain of the military aspects of security. This has 

been manifested so far first because individual provisions 

of the Final Act have been either neglected or interpreted 

in "one's own way"' and secondly, cmany:States·have-let•it"be) 

6:_...kiiown1tnat':they·consider_tlie'Semeasures to·be·definite_and) 

rfinal·_1 refusing their further development l.rhatsoever. 

A genuine realization of the concept of European 

security built into the Final Act calls for serious efforts 

to further promote the military measures of security. The more 

so if one bears in mind the continuing unsatisfactory situation 

in the military field, where there is a very high level of 

military potentials and the armament race is still progressing. 

Indeed, it is precisely this state of affairs which essentially 

caused a certain setback in detente in the period between 

Helsinki and Belgrade. 

In this light the issue of ensuring the proper place 

and adequate treatment of the military aspects of huropean 

security at the Belgrade meeting has become increasingly im

portant. 

The Belgrade meeting 1977, being the first stage 

within the Follow-up to the CSCE and an expression of the 

generally accepted view that the initiated multilateral process 

must be continued, should discuss "th~tationf of the 

provisions of the Final Act and of the tasks defined by the 

Conference" and "the-deepening-of-theil:•rnutual.relations ,_the:J' 

improvement·of•security;and::tne-development-of cooperation_in=;:J ..,. __ - . - --
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tEUrop~~Jtheid~"tti_oi,_l!lemtilof-the processof-detente-i:U:theJ 

rfut\lre"':'~ In accordance with this; the function of the Belgrade 

meeting would be to reaffirm the objectives; commitments and 

tasks undertaken in Helsinki, to evaluate the hitherto im

plementation of the Final Act and take steps to further de

velop measures of the Final Act. In short: all that was agreed 

upon must be reaffirmed and evaluated, and new efforts to 

reach all-European detente should be initiated. 

To be specific from the point of visw of this paper, 

the tasks of the Belgrade meeting regarding the military 

aspects of security could be summed up as follows: (1) reaf

firmation of the concept of ~interrelati~n::_between~politicalf 

fandtmi·li":\;ary•aspects-of-securi'tY.fand of corresponding commit-"--- - . 
ments made in Helsinki; (2) a thorough[exchange-of~viewel"on 

the European situation in this domain and especially the im-

plementation of the respective provisions of the Final Act; 

and (3) discussion of future efforts and iill.'t"iation•of-new-:1 - ... -~ 

.tmeasures! The realization of these three basic tasks - which 

are mutually closely related should include the following: 

1. The reaffirmation of relevant general considera-

tions implies, first, that the question of the military aspects 

of security should be given its ful~ political weight; 

secondly, the discussion should embrace the problem of the 

military situation in ~Qpe~i"X~'!tQt!J.lTtY,~ and it should 

insist on exerting efforts towards solving the whole complex; 

1 Final Act, pp. 133-134, 
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thirdly, the meeting should note the very unsatisfactory 

situation in this field in general, which.is in vast discord 

with the results achieved in the political sphere and, 

accordingly, it should imperatively insist on the progressive 

alteration of this state of affairs. 

2. The £_valuat~~ of the implementation of the 

Helsinki provisions should be comprehensive and must, on the 

one hand, make use of positive experience, and also point to 

the negative experience, on the other hand. In general, the 

discussion on this subject should serve the promotion ofCflim 

e;very'"'practlce-o:t-imfilement:a:E_i-o~ of adopted measures as well as 

their further development. In accordance with this, in the 

political-psychological sphere, they should perform both. as a 

pressure towards a consistent implementation of obligations and 

as an impetus for new efforts. It should also be clearly 

presented in the final document of the meeting. 

3. New measures or efforts to further develop the 

system of measures for the strengthening of security and promo

ting cooperation in Europe will no doubt be an important compo

nent of the action of bloc-free and some other, mostly smaller, 

countries at the Belgrade meeting. The reasons to insist on 

this dynamic component of the Follow-up to the CSCE are manifold. 

First of all, if the Final Act adopted in Helsinki recognizes 

the Conference as a multilateral all-Europeanjprocess or as 

a continuing effort, then it necessarily presupposes a perma

nent advancement of the action, i.e. the taking of new measures. 
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In some way this was stated in the Final Act. Further, the 

Helsinki document is undoubtedly an important but only the 

first step made so far, which means that many issues are still 

pending. Finally, not only that the Final Act was unable of 

solving everything adequately and efficiently, but the time 

factor should Rlso be taken into account; if there were no 

continous and progressive development of the Final Act, it 

would shortly become obsolete - not so much in terms of general 

considerations but in terms of practical-operative issues. 

Efforts along the line of adopting new measures 

could be.realized in three 11!3-ys, that is three types of 

decisions: (l) declarations of intent to adopt new measures 

and guidelines for their elaboration; (2) procedural decisions 

to this end (the setting up of working groups or groups of 

exper"ts, convening of diplomatic conferences and so forth); 

and (3) new measures. 

' 
The character and the contents of these three kinds 

of potential decisions of the Belgrade meeting are clearly 

denoted in the above headlines: the declarations of intent 

would in fact express the orientation for future action re

garding a measure and commitment (explicit or tacit) to 

consider or eventually adopt this measure at the next meeting; 
' 

the decisions on procedural issues should include not only 

those involving the setting up of working bodies but also its 

mandates; the decision on concrete measures would contain more 

o~ less elaborated elements of these measures, in a similar 

way as it was done in the Final Act. 

As for ~~~-~~~~~~~~' they could include the following: 
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I. Confidence-building measures 

l. Notification of major military movements -
e_oncr_e_te.--eraoo:rano-n:-of~the system .f 

2. Notification of major military manoeuvres and 

exchange of observers - the removal of defi
ciencies (including the elaboration ofl~a cod[l 

tof_c_:-onduct'~ov-er~ing~hane;~~_:_<Jbs~!'.\rers~). 

II. Measures designed to restrain---miTiTa:ry--activH'Iesf 
that may cause misunderstanding or tension (major 
military manoeuvres or movements .in tne-vicinity~j 

t:oi'-froritieJes, movements of fleet @_ose-to-a:r:iE)nJ 
Lterritoria:l-wirtersJ eJe~troni~c-jamming-ofl3'adioJ 

r:fonnuniciftTorisJand the like, as it was presented 
in the original Yugoslav proposal submitted at 
the second stage of the CGCE) - concrete determi
nation of both the contents of the measures and 
their obligatory nature. 

III. Force reductions (General considerations)- the 
commitment contained in the Final Act regarding 
(tne~informafion about_the~nE)J.>;()~ffat"fons-in'ViennD 

~l'iel,p.:;ovrded.-to-other~s:tate s ;-should_: be~ made:# 
@9!.§:pe-ciTic1 

This is only a list of potentially feasible, and in the 

opinion of a number of states, desirable measures that might 

be considered at the Belgrade meeting. True, they are not 

. ~· entirely new, because they are already embodied in the Final 

Act (in a certain way and to some degree); one should rather 

say that the above proposals are aimed at making these ideas 

more operational and better elaborated. They, however, do not 

include the improvement of parameters for notification of 
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major military manoeuvres (lsi~zeTterrYt-ory), as such an attempt 
~. ~~ 

does not seem very likely to succeed at the present moment, 

but one might try to achieve some pro,gress in this respect too 

by means oftrec~en~i=~ further steps to be carried out on 

a voluntary basis, as a sign of good will. 

Each of the above measures would be useful ,while some 

of them, such as notification of major military movements and 

measures intended to restrain military activities which might 

cause misunderstandings or tension, seem especially important 

at the moment. It would be of major importance also,, consider

ing the limited possibilities of the Belgrade meeting, to set 

up a group of experte to, deal with military questions., The 

setting up of such a group would be of great not even practical 

but also political significance. 

However, we should not cherish illusions that the 

afore-mentioned measures could be easily realized. The resi

stance on the part of military alliances, especially great 

powers, has already been manifested, suggesting that it is too 

early oven to discuss now measures, to say nothing about in

troducing them; any new effort to this end would, according to 

these views, allegedly imply the revision of the Helsinki 

document. It is obvious that these arguments are untenable, 

because as regards certain of these measures, not only that 

it is not too early for them to be realized now but it was 

already time in Helsinki to do so; secondly, there can be no 

revision of something which was adopted as a general and 

programEe platform for a long term action if the innovations to 
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be made are in accordance with the basic principles and if 

they are in the interest of the action and its successful 

materializ~tion •. 

X 

X X 

In conclusion, I would like to underline only two 

things. Firstly, the Belgrade meeting would obviously have 

a manifold function as regards the-initiation and promotion 

of the process of military detente. Especially in the field 

of new measures, it is not supposed to aim merely at their 

immediate adoption, but for some of them ~~.CeJi 

t:t0--;lni-t-iate-preparatory work,:_~·md take appropriate steps for 

their future realization. 

Gecondly, the issues of the military aspects of 

Buropean security will also figure as one among the priorities 

of neutral and no!'.-aligned countries in the field .of European 

security. This crops fron the significance which the military 

component plays in the detente process as well as from the 

concept of interrelation between political and military aspects 

of security, which was explicitly built into the Helsinki 

document owing to the insistence of bloc-free countries. 

This practically means that these countries, with some support· 

on the part of some othor small states, will wholeheartedly 

endeavour to give this issue a prominent place at the Belgrade 

meeting and to accomplish an adequate result in this particular 

field. 

JJ 
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Y.Brl E. :eirnDaum: 

The present p~per cont~ins a brief re'view of wh~1: seem to 

' be repre:se.ntntive p'-lblic and covernment::~l. perception>· of recent 

Ear- t. - West relc>.tion::;. Thi ~ is necessarily an as;'/rr .. :-::etric:!.l ~-;:er-

ci:;-:e, ::3ince ~estern ~"l.nd West'J!'n perceptl.ons c;.1nnot be irtentLfied 

wi t!1 equ~l !)recisto:1 ancl reli~bili ty. The G1.trvey ~~~ludeB develOp-

men i~B unttl the end of 1976 •:.tt (loP.s !lOt ·d"i.-c~u:)r.; the i.Etrl i.c:.lt.i ons 

1·new initiatives of the1 · 
of they:!arter J\ctm1nHrl:ration nnd the latest inconclu:.;ive eY.ch:omtoe<; 

betvJeen w .... ~hineton lllld i'tosco·:l, The pnrpOSP. of the pnrer is to 

arrive at some tentr-ttive cone "vlsion -:.: as to the requirn· ;~~jtS for S'.lG---

tainine; · the continuity of (~~~ ';ent.e policies, \''hi eh Dy t:H~ en,1 of 

last yP.ar a.ppeared to be jeopnrdi>'ed. 

The rn~i.n feat•.n·es of rlet.ente policies hwe been ~ comLi"a.tion of 

mutual re·st·rAiht, son~e rneas,,.re of cooperation as wel] ns. r.ont.inu~d 

·conflict a.nrl .competition. betv:een East and \;'e"t tempere··l by t~e over-

rirline concern to avoid open r.onfront,.,ti.ons. Despite ,,_ll. the contro-· 

versy about the benef•~ts of detente policies, it is eener<tlly 

recoenized that they have praclucerr important·~J':f_OY91'C?"ts.in the 1 

··limit.:>: t ign. o:f_t§J 
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.Whi) e .these results '1Yere att~:~:lned throueh postures tJ·•f.l_t imposP.d. di r-~-

:ti.nct restral.nt;s on \Ves·~ern efforts to affect intern~l c'·,anr;es in 

the 'loviet Union and Eastern Europe_, they were neither devoid of 

rnorr·l values nor ineffectj_ve 1.Ti.th rec;nrd to "the human r]imens~_on 11 

of ·:~B.st-\"Iest relations. In vi.ew of the stak~~: involverl. the rrre-

nerVation of a peaceful rel:)·i~ion.ship between r:ast and ·:,:est m1.1s:t in 

fnct be ree;arde.d as the suprene mor8l "i."alue, consta.ntl~r to be take11 

· 1.nto account by deciAionmaker~ antl. ttteir constituencies. Nor sLoul.-J 

the tane;ible improvements in human conclitions be underrated.ti1at 

were achieve<1 as a result of the acreemeni;;; of the 1970's, 1"""&:: 
. f!', 

ticnlarly in the heart of Europe: .in Derlin •mcl the tv10 Ger•~n,;. 

states; These fact•3 uotwi thstandine; there _c8n hardly be a.ny doubt 

that by the end of 1976 deten ~e policies were in the cloldrumr<. 

As for the East, the reactions tc~ governing eli tes to the ne1., 

emphasis 011 lmman rir:;hts and P.ttendant perturbations sw::eested 

quences of reduced tension antl wider contact with the \lest can 

be contained. Since ('the Soviet lea.a-ershrp~rrr·unable to alleviate th} 

. eco_nomi!i'!d-i:ftc{cul ties of its -,,ast European ,..rrie~ and seems to re-

cogni.ze' the need to appease the increasingly r::elf'-c.onfident workers, 

particularly in Poland, it hns acquiecced in the relRntl~ss efforts 

of ·;~ast European e;overnrnents to expand trad~ and economic coop~ration 

with the West as a m.eans to ensure technolpgical innovation, a high 
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rate of investments, and better productivity. In fact these .same 

incentives continue to sustain the main direction of r,:oscow's 01m 

policy towarcls the \1est. Ilut particularly in viow if t!}e Euro

comrnunist chBllene:e recent·. (l·~velopments iil l~antern Ev.rope tend to 

posi t.ion in the present1.c· 

mos ~ sensitive an cl explosi '7e part of that region: mh'c11!" Such 

apprehensions in turn are li8.ble to enhance the perceived impor

tance of-Soviet military presence in Eastern Europe and hence to 

inhibit Eastern negotiating posi t.ions in Vj_en11.-:;t that JTtic;h~ p.resage nn 

early and substantial reduction of that presence. 

The fant that clissenters· and htU'lan richts groups in llastern 

Europe have invoked the Final Act of the OSC;;: to support their 

claims has e;ene:;.·a.lly sensi tL;ed the attitudes of the guthorities 

with regard to· the issues involV'ed. 'rheir statemen·ts suc;e;est the per

ception of a e;rowine; threat to 'fthe system" and may \vell reflect the 

falterine; confidence of policy-makers in the viability of the 

fundamental assumption on which recent policies towari\ the West 

have been based: tha·t d~tente implies a balance. of. benefits. 

In the West, long before th"l Curter Admini.stration came to 

power, the fate c:>f such renoYmed personalities afl Alexander Sol

zheni tsyn and Andrei Sakharov had contributed to a more .critical 

public assessment of the preEJises underlying d~tente policies. In 

·the Uhi ted States in particular, the pl.ight of Soviet and Eas·t 

EuroP.ean dissidents and the repressive cultural climate in many 
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-War:>nw I'act countrieG produced amone liberals a growine disenchant-

ment with of'ficial policies tha.t were felt .to be insufficiently re·s-

.p.onsive to public pressure :for a. more adamant A1nerican posi tiori on 

humanitarian isF;ues. GonCurren tly, the conservative wi.ng of con-

gre:-;nionDl nnd public opinion became increaningly alarnerl by the 

ev:~dence Gu[igesting an accelerated Soviet a;r-mL build-1.1p, both nuclcP.r 

·and conventional, and cri tici?,ed the executive branch of the governrn~nt 

:for its :failure to reciprocate in kind. The determined Soviet effort 

to expand· military forces worried Amet'ic8.' s ·:~:uropea:n allies 23 \Yell. 

The conc.ern :;~bout Soviet int.cn.J.tions inherent in these ·perceptions 

'was :further heightened by !1;occow' s involvement in Ancola, wi<lely in-

terpreted as a breach of the rules of mutual restraint ;.mderlying the 

d6tente relationship. The e;-,suinc conflict between the legislative 

anii. executive branches of the American c;overnment concernine ·what 

should be the appropri.ate renponse created tl1e imprension that a l.i.1l-

gering impasse had been reac!1ed in l'!nshington, and tended to ur.derni.ne 

Vlestern self-confidence and resolve. Concern vms also exprensed ·in 

the public oe'1a.te and by governmental spokesmen in Western lbrope 

about the discrepancy between \rhe~to.:r:i.c.s_o_~1!J. .a._ey~~ 

fin arms acquisition m'ld deploc'ment underscored by the lack of pro-

· gress in .. the !"ALT and !.IFR nacotiationc. The interest of the busine3s 

community in cooperative ventures v1i th Eastern partners was 

·dampened. as a result of growing frustration with the ~ncal] 

(!lfd-oureaucratio constraillts that inhibit effective economic 

cooperation with the Soviet Union 
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-. 
·and its allies.· !Joreover, ;1ot only in the llnited States but also 

in \'.'est r.ermany, public opinj.on seemed increasingly les:o; inclined to 

sustain a policy of long-ter:1 cooperc;.tion with government::; in the 

Bnst that cla;1iped uorm on t'wir dissiuent::; ann r.hose implernento.tio•1 · 

of the CS:"il!"! Final Act d~saprointerl many -exnee;erated - r?estern ex

pectations, particnlarly v1i th regard to the "Third Basket". Finally, 

'the more ricirl and uncoopen•t:Lve attitudes of the authorities in- t::o 

GDR towards movements acres:;; t!le inter-Gernmn border toeether v1ith 

Eastern efforts to tru~per with. the stAtus of Berlin. ra.ised some do•.thts 

about (ifie V:i.TtOTl~ ty of:theh:?l"B'ic .East=West ~creenent-G on Berl~i~lJ 
inter-Gerrnan relations, b;r, l:W.'1v recarded a::; the: touchstone o:(""Cf~tente;~o re, 1';urope.::J ~---

. This ske_tchy r~view of :.~astern and v.restern perceptio~s iz :..1e

ce~:::;arilj frae;mentnr;',r aad over-simplified. 'fhe essential arr-;wnent 

it is meant to conveJ• is the follo,·lin,::: In t\1e course o:f 1976 the 

deterioration o_f the ;;eneral climate in ~;ast-\'lest relations reached 
. . 

a point, wh"ere the continui t~· of detente policies was r.;eriously in-

periled. A reversal of -this trend seems to require ( 1) the creatiort 

of @:=tniW~foreign-p-o·ln:y~c·o:n·8·ensus~in--t!!e-Un:ned~S-ta-te""SI ndapte•l to 

the requirements of a lonc:-ter.•J relationship l'li th tbe l;nct mnrl~ed by 

a co:nbination of conflict and coop ere. tion; ( 2 )_ the co!ltinued @!fee; 

t-ive orcne~:fti·a:ti-o·n--of---rte·stern--porfCles towarcl?tlie""Ea3t1 ( 3) ti1e re

establishment between policy-;-!al':ers in .East and '.7est of ·pte .. -d~e--og 
[trustl ihat exi'sted before bu.t nov1 see·ns to h=tve wavered as a result 

of recent developments; and ( 4) ·the conclud-irrc~of~c·on·cre·t·e~mfs-:t=='fle-stJ 

(ac;r_e_emen:t~ both between the superpower" .and nt the Europea.'l: level, 

·desic;ned to reconfirm on both sides the conviction that a rouGh 

balance of benefits accrues from the detente relationship. 
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1. li'JTRODUf:TION 

The present paper purports to examine the system of confidence 

b~o~ilding measures (CBM's) which was initiated by the CSCE. 
·we propose to consider some basic objectives to be served 

·by·CBM'~ the problem of establishing relevant criteria, the 

implications of CBM's for other policy areas, and their 

relations to other aspects of arms control. Against such a 

background we shall delineate the record of compliance, the 

strengths and weaknesses or the established provisions, 

and the problems associated with voluntary BAd differentiqtod 
compliance. Finally, we intend to discuss some possible 

options with respect to amplification, modification and ex

t~nsio~ of the current provisions in connection with the 
Belgrade meeting. Before we embark upon our examination of 
CBM 's, however, it se"e.ms des'irable ·to delineate some of the 

key considerations involved in the construction of arms 

control arrangements for the security order in Europe. w• 

do not propose to examine the various detailed proposals 
which have been advanced with the avowed aim of enh.an.ciiig 

a shared perception of increased security in Europe. Our 
aim is the more modest one of providing an initial framework, 

or a check-list, for such evaluations. 

2. THE FUNCTIONS OF ARMS CONTROL IN EUROPE 

The basic.goals of ar•s control include: 
1) Reduce the probability of war 

2) Redua~ the damage and suffering if war should occur 

3) RedUce the obstacles to a rapid and eq6itable war termina~ 

tion in the event of war 

4) Reduce the costs and burdens of the arms competition 

5) Reduce the role of military force in international 

relations~ 

The fifth goal is to a considerable extent derivative of the 

first fdur. However, for a~alytical reasons we have chosen 

to list it as a separate goal. 

l 
. I 
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Such goa~can never be attained absolutely. Th~y will in part 
pose ~onflicting policy requirements~ The policy problem 

is that of achieving optimized outcomes rather than simple 

maximization of single goals. 

Particular objectives of arms control in any specific area 

have to be assessed in their concrete setting and context. 
\"'-1-:a,.so~ 

b-ecause European arms conlrol;cannot be considered as poli-
• 

tically neutral technical arrangements designed for purposes 

of enhancing stability. They constitute instrumentalities 

for the construction and management of the evolving security 

order in Europe. (TfieYsffouro=:~-a=as~e~s~~-d l:_n ~ P-()i=i tical~ 1 
:COn~_e)d;:-.(1 Arms _control proposals have been advanced for pur-

poses of constraining undesirable political change from a 

particular interest perspective. They have been deployed 

also as a means of exploiting favourable asymmetries, bl~ek

ing undesirable departures, and promoting political advanta

ges. The ostensible commitment not to strive for unilateral 

advantage, can neither eliminate political competition nor 

incentives and opportunities for exploiting ambiguities and 

spin-off effects. However, the whole concept of arms control 

is based on the notion of icert_!l__!n shareA-~DJe:re!l-~s; trans
cending the competition of the moment. International politics 

·is not a zero-sum game. Th~ shared problem of nuclear holo
caust has forced the states--to look upon security as a shared 
value to a significant degree. That idea is derived from 

notions of community and a regulated system of power balance 

based on interdependence and reciprocal restraint. Such 

notions are not equally strongly founded in the political 

traditions and outlooks of all the states in Europe. We find 

there also competing traditions, emphasizing hegemonic ambi

tions and a commitment to struggle. 

When we turn to an assessment of the_ goals of arms control we 

move inevitably into the realm of normative politics. How

ever, the normative prescriptions should be based on an ana

lytical evaluation of the nature of the security problems 

in Europe. For purposes of the present analysis we shall not 
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consider the five basic goal~ of arms control, but concen

trate rather on concrete objectives derived from the basic 

goals of arms control and aiming at confidence building 

under present conditions in Europe~ Thus, we shall postu

late that ltne el'iiiii'iiationor·-ameTioraflon~()f preemptiveJ 

(i'r1stabilitiesJconstitutes a legitimate objective on the . 

arms control agenda. Measures intended ,to-Bniiance crrsT5/ 

[s·tatn:rny4need be based on a detailed analysis of given 

force dispo•itions and the pe~ticular characteristics of 

the weapon systems involved. The urgency of the problem of 

preemptive instabilities is to a considerable extent~ 

[function-of-t-echnological devel'opmen~ their introductio,, 

into the force structures, and the impact of the latter on 

political relationships in the areas of immediate confronta

tion. 

. ---·------- - . -- ---·-- .. 

Furthermore, we consider another objective of arms control, 

to involve (E'he blo_ck!,n_g_of_ surprise aftackopTi~f 

Again we have to deal with the incentives inherent in certain 

weapon characteristics, troop dispositions, and deployments. 

It is important that arms control efforts keep pace with 

the evolving qatu~e·Af~~he security problem in Europe. . .. "·· ·,: .. - .... ' 

Arms control negotiations tend to be rather prolonged. The 

nature of the problem at hand may be transformed much more 

rapidly than diplomatists. are abLe to construct agreements 

on the basis· of initially discrepant proprisals. The emerging 

problem of security in Europe is closely connected with 

options for zero-· or rapid reinforcement attacks across the 

East - West division. The manpower approach at the MBFR

talks is not ideal from the point of view of this problem. 

Similarly, we have witnessed how technological developments 

have bust open some of the categories and distinc:tions upon 

which SALT has been predicated till now. 
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In the European context [iii"e'irsures-of-arms•control-should-f 

{provi-de-reassurance wi'th respect-to mil'i'tary act"ivi't'ies_?_[lcJ_f 

[dispositions,. This perspective reflects a recognition of 

the interdependent nature of the security of states in 

Europe. The problem is structural and intrinsic to the 

nature of international society. Measures of reassurance 

can be unilateral, bilateral or multilateral; reflecting 

explicit agreements or tacit coordination. 

Basically ·speaking, an implicit objective of arms control in 

Europe is to-reduce·the-impact-of-the-miHt~fact~t1n 

the process of Europe~n politics. Such an objective in

volves fcur,tailing_the_stiadowsJ rather than the substance r-f 

military power; reducing the political convertibility of 

the military currency and imposing constraints on the appli

cation of military force. Those who possess military power 

but in small quantities are likely to become ardent champi

ons of such approaches. The states that are militarily 

powerful tend to be rather reluctant to concede their 

comparative advantages, verbal declarations to the contrary 

notwithstanding. However, from the point of view of the 

European political process, f'C'ij"ftail'i'n~)the-role-of-mi·h tarYj 

tforce-is-more-impor tant-than reducing-the-l-evel-a f•mH·i tary-# 

IBSf.atil'isnments ~.~:.J Reduced levels may or may not 

result in a reduced role for military force, depending on 

the details of reduction. Hence, the so-called associated 

measures that are under consideration in Vienna are as 

important, if not more important, than the aggregate 

ceilings proposed. [The-associatEd measures-discussed-in-, 

(the ·MsrR:;:talksar e-funct ionall y-r el a tea -re) the_ CBM 's-of -~ 
jtlie_CSC_E ._f 

Arms control measures could also provide engines or catalysts 

for political detente and cooperation in Europe beyond the 

sphere of military security. They are important for pur

poses of maintaining momentum. A detente which did not 

extend to the military confrontation in Europe wouW, as we 

se~ it, inevitably grind to a halt. 
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THE PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF CBM'S 

Confidence building with respect to the military situation 

in Europe involves the communication of credible evidence 

of the absence of f'eared threats. M.odern technological means 

of surveillance have long since penetrated the hard protective 

shells of secrecy traditionally surrounding the military 

preparations of the nation state. CBM's can be but a minor 

suppl"ement to the various means of intelligence colle.ction. 

They are of political and psychological importance because 

they can only be implemented on the express initiatives and 

wishes of the states whose military activity is notified 

or observed. 

Hence, a major objective of CBM's is to provide rea~surance 

to the rest of the states in Europe. They should provide 

reassurance by reducing uncertainties and by constraining 

opportunities for exerting pressure through military activity. 

CBM's would ideally shorten the shadows of military force. 

Confidence would be enhanced to the extent that the option 

of surprise military action recede into the backgrourd. 

Ideally, confidence building measures with respect to the 

pattern and practice of military activities {:rh·oo·rd~Q 
\fo1:ai-se;-£ne-t:nresfiord-agai·nst-m·i1Yt:ary···t·ra:n·s·gr·ess·hfn· of thf[J 
~ ----~ ~--------------- - ~---- ---·-- -,-- ---------- -- ·--------- __ ....------
Qule~~with respect to interstate behaviour; such .rules as 

are promulgated in the decalogue of the Final Act from CSCE. i 
They should provide a basis for continued growth through 

practice. The system of CBM's for Europe need not be en-

shrined in formal agreements, but could evolv~ through state 

practice over time, reflecting the will for continued de-

tente. The incentives for CBM expansion will reflect.not 

only the experience gained and examples observed with respect 

to CBM implementation, they will reflect and influence as 

well the general atmosphere and broad scale substance of 

East- West detente. 
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In attempting to move from general principles to concrete 

measures of a confidence building potential, it is necessary 

to establish reaso;able criteria for assessment of the relevant 

parameters. What should be 1the.num_e~!_lbs_gsho_ldJfor prior 

notification of manoeuvres? First of all it is necessary 

to find a reasonable unit of accouni since formations differ 

in size and nomenclature. The number of men seems the most 

simple and obvious solution. How large a number? Here we 

have to make assessments with respect to the expected fre

quency of notification and the volume capable of constituting 

a threat. The answers may differ in the various regions of 

Europe. But from the -point of view of overall equity (i't:is] 

O'ffi-portan t~t·o·"'8Sta6Ti-sll"'Uilfform_r_ule§t There is 1 it tle 

doubt that the current thresholds are somewhat high compared 

to the scale of feared· threats in many regions of Europe. 

Then we have the question of lnoti'fication_time._,Clearly, there 

ought to be some relationship between the time actually spent 

in preparing a manoeuvre and the required leadtime for noti

fication. Otherwise observed preparations which ar~ n6t 

notified could generate fears of actual preparations for 

attack, Political crises may erupt suddenly. Hence, it is 

important that milita0ry m~'noeuvres be announced well ahead of 

time in order to allay fears that they are staged for purposes 

of influencing a domestic crisis situation. 

Most Western states i-r:l··fact preannounce their military· exerci·ses much 

longer in advance than the 21 days stipulated in the FinaL Act. 

That practice has developed because of the need to inform the 

local communities which will be affected by the manoeuvres, 

the press, and 

the status of 
the outside world. It will be detrimental to 

the CSCE provisions if Western notifications 

'through diplomatic channeis appear as an anti-climatic 

afterthought. Hence, we should probably envisage( ra--1~o--n-g-~-r-__ _,, 

.J!S!fiod than 21_cj_Cl_y}1for the prior announcement of major 
military manoeuvres. 

I . ' 
' 

I 
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----------····--.--:--
We also have to confront a prior question: 

How can we guard against states using official notification 

of manoeuvres to exert pressure on a given state or situation? 

Notification can be done very quickly, whil~ it takes consider

able time to stage manoeuvres. Could it be that notification 

according to CSCE rules in some circumstances could serve to 

amplify signals of threat and warning and thus facilitate a 

more rapid exertion of pressure than in the absence of the 

CSCE system of prior notification? No final answer can be 

given, except to note that the proof of the pudding lies in the 

eating. Should the perception spread that the CBM system 

were being exploited for purposes inimical to the spirit of the 

Final Act, the whole system would very soon collapse. 

The possibility of misusing CBM!s for purposes of exerting 

military pressure had to be assessed also in relation to~how} 

~~f~::a_:t::foii_ wa_s_ tci be given and who was to _receiVe i L f 
Should notification be confined to those most immediately 

concerned because of geographical proximity, or should it include all of' 

the states in·Euroj:B? In order to reduce the danger of focussed 

pressure, it was from the point of view of the smaller states 

in Europe, fimpq~_t_-;;'ot f() Insist on universaiTty. Attempts at 
·-----' - --

subregionalizing the security order in Europe to the advantage 

of the dominant military power have been resisted by a majority • 

. It is in consideration of such dange~that the Western states 

have invited observers not only from the most immediate 

neighbours to attend manoeuvres. A representative sample of 

observers which can sustain the notion of an all-European 

security order among formally equal states, has been chosen by 

those states which for practical reasons,of capacity have had 

to refrain from inviting everybody. The Eastern practice has 

been somewhat different. 
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1Ji9_w much"Tnfoi'mation~shaula:oa_communicat8d1in notifying 

manoeuvres, and {how muchshourd·inliited:Observers_tle all(i"ijjBQ 

(to_observa3' Clearly, the information should be sufficient for 

outside powers to make a proper assessment of the nature of the 

exercise. Observers who feel unduly constrained in their 

ability to obtain a clear picture of the exercise in question, 

may come to suspect that they are kept in the dark, that some 

important information is being hidden deliberately. 

On the other hand, access should not be so extensive as to 

stimulate illicit intelligence activities.The observers should 
-- --- ··- --·· be treated with confidence and not subjected to security harass-

ments, bugging, covert surveillance, etc. It would clearly 
_______________ .!....__ ---- ·--·- -

be desirable to develop a code of conduct with respect to the 

treatment of observers. This should be in everybody's interest. 

Too little information canoften be more destructive of .. ' 
confidence than no information at"~:ji-4,. The long term goal 

should be the emergence of practices -~·hich are consistent with the 

.i"dea _of a more transparent and open UIJ.irld in the military a;_ wall as 
civilian spheres of human activity. We should recognize that 

the barriers to such a state of affairs are more pronounced in 

some countries than in others. But they do exist everywhere. 

(How· mi..J ch-s hou 1 d • b a· f o rmLi lat ad-as-obligations-of ~states -;--and -I 
\how.much s~:Joula-be-left·to·voluntary·practice:?J 

Again we have to adopt an evolutionary perspective. 

It should be possible for states by coordinated practice and 

proper publicity .to exert pressure on those that are the least 

inclined to move beyond the minimum provisions. Hence, 

ra•fairly-broad·scope•for·voluntary-iriiplementa:ti~bove and 

beyond the minimum requirements constitute an important 

precondition for organic growth. 
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Finally, we have the problem of defining.the phenomena 

to be observed or notified. rHow-do--u!edenne t-he:J 

CITifOndarTesof_a_gi ven_manoeuvre if it be chained to a cant i

ncus series of exercises? t.Jhat,counting"'"l:ufesfshould then 

apply with respect to the obligation to provide prior 

notification? We face, futhermore, such problems as the 

one of defining a military manoeuvre in a manner which 

distinguishes it from a military movement. If such 
' distinctions are difficult to make in the abstract, they 

may be even more perplexing to the states whose confidence 

depends on being able to know about major military acti

vities in their immediate environment. It would seem 

logical to conclude that both major military manoeuvres 

and movements be included under the umbrella of CSCE

obligations. 

There is ra-sal'ient~anoma 1 y-in-t he-fact-that-current·CBM' s-d·a~ •• 
cn·at:e)ftena·ta·naval-fo.~s~s,l as the latter have traditionally 

been the forces which.have lent themselves most easily to 

the exertion of political pressure (gunboat diplomacy) 

upon states. 

CBM's with respect to military manoeuvres do not legitimate 

any such manoeuvre, they take cognizance only of the fact 

that such activities take place and that they affect the 

perceived security of several states in Europe. ·j~]J"lL_s-=.J 

nee_d::not-oec anr ined ·t a·tne·pnenan\en a mar mi l)'ta_r-y man- 1 
.. eeu\iers:-"The}'-,.6tlou~d-5e•facussed an·the-parnc-t.ilar aspectS) 

f"ofmHHa~y::act~~ity-which·tena·ta·produce-fears-and f 
(uncertail1_t.Y!:) Thus it would seen reasonable to focus 

f0ture attention on the ~ossibility og arriving at certain 

codes of conduct with respect to the nature and 

pattern of military activities in national border areas. 

constraints may be imposed, futthermore, on 

activities of a particularly offensive potensia'l, provided 

we can avoid the interminable definitional problems which. 

plagued the negotiations about qualitasive disarmament 

in between-the-war years. Finall~ another area of uncer

tainty, replete with incentives for expanded competition, 

• i 
' 
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is th-at of rmiT£"tary__budgE3t~sY. There is at present a great 

asymmetry in the availability of information about how 

much the variDus states are actually spending on defence, 

how they spend it, why they spend it the way they do, and 

how they envisage the long-term budgets, particularly 

with respect to procurement. Here ~-ac;:epJ;ec:l forriil.TlaJ 
·~for~proiTfaTng-~erifiabl~ ~inform~tion-to some European 1 

-----·-- _,_ ------- -· 

2_geif1~cy tiljlich would publish all budgets in the agreed 

detail, could presumably slow down one of the major 

engines of the arms competition: lack of knowledge about 

the programmes and ambitions of the potential adversary. 

It has been observed that all the CSCE baskets are of 

equal significance and value. There is an obvious 

feedback relationship between the actual implementation 

in the various baskets. However, the speed of implemen

tation may not be completely synchroniied over the short run, 

We cannot expect equally paced linear progress. Further-

more, every basket has the potential of contributing 

momentu• to the several processes of detente, Detente is 

not confi~ed, of course, to the CSCE process. Henca, 

progress in any of the CSCE baskets will depend on the 

general climate and direction of East-West relations also 

outside Europe. We need not postulate any formal linkage 

between European problems and those involving the major 

powers of East and West outside Europe. But there is an 

unavoidable political linkage across issue areas and 

regions, Hence, progress at SALT and in the MBFR-talks 

will improve the general climate of confidence, and, by 

implication, probably increase incentives to expand the 

confidence building process at the CSCE-level. No explicit linkage" 

rieeds t~ be established between the ~arious levels of negotia

tion involv~ing different constella-tions of actors. 

There is, however, an atmospheric linkage in the general 

process of East-West detente, as well as a more specific 

comecrtion between CBM' s and the measures of verification, 

stabilization, and non-circumvention wh~h may be asso

ciated with a reduction agreement from the MBFR-talks; 

Some of those measui9S may be d:l.re.ctly related to a parti-

cular reduction agreement, others may provide a basis for sub

sequent adoption at the all-European level and thereby symbolize 
and reinforce the notion of an indivisible peace in Europe. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATJON OF CBM's SINC~ HELSI~KI 

Having outlined some of the purposes and characteristics of 

CBM's we turn next to a brief examination of the record so far.· 

We recognize, of Gourse, that such an analysis can be nothing 

more than an intefim report in view of the short time that-

has elapsed since Helsinki. Also we should recognize that 

shortcomings with respect to compliance and implementation 

may not reflect intrinsic weakhesses in the provisions 

of the Final Act only. They may have been caused by 

institutional inertia as well as by a lack of political will. 

CBM's have but a limited potential for influencing the 

political atmosphere in Europe. CBM practice is, however, 

likely to reflect in part the actual state of East-West 

relations in Europe and beyond. The relationships are complex 

and very hard to unravel. 

The Final Act is actually but an ouverture, suggesting themes 

to be developed in a new concert of Europe. The orchest~ation 

will be determined by state practice, also in the field ~f 

CBM's. The record of compliance with the provisions of the 

Final Act is in fact somewhat diss:iliti.lar for the different 

states in Europe. The Western states and the neutral states 

have tended to go beyond the minimum provisions in order to 

generate confidence ~o·~:~-~~um. The Eastern states have stayed 

closer to a minimum implementation. It took longer for the 

Eastern states to notify manoeuvres (see Table 1) than tHe 

Western states. The institutional obstacles may have been 

more pronouncedly:' biased against increased openness in the 

East. However, the initial five month period of silence 

with respect to Eastern notifications did not constitute a 

f~flure to adhere to CSCE provisions, but rather an apparent 

unwillin~ness to notify manoeuvres below the 25 ODD man 

threshold. 

According to our calculations altogether 25 m~noeuvres have 

·till n~w ____ been preannounced in accordance with the provisions 

in the Final Act, 14 of which were Western manoeuvres, six 

were Eastern and five were conducted by neutral countries_ 

.(Table I). 

! 

' 
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Half of the Western manoeuvres were below the threshold of 

25 000 men as were four of the manoeuvres by neutral couritries. 

Hungary did in April and October of 1976 notify manoeuvres 

below the 25 000 man threshold. However, notification was 

given only one day 0 ahead of the initiation of the manoeuvre 

in· the first instance, and on the same_ day in the second. 

. -. . ·- - --...... -~---
Thus we: note that ~Eal>J;J3rn=states 

(ha\Fe··n·o·tifie~d-fewer manoeuvres~than-the·Westy That fact is 

not attributable to a larger number of Western manoeuvres, but 

rather to (~greater~p rcip_!'ln si'tLon_the_p art·of-the-Western; 

r:::state s-to-noti fy~no eu v re's- below·the-thre shol d ·of -25 -ooo~men~ 

In the Final Act the states recognize"that they can contribute 

further to strengthening cenfidence and increasing secur~ty and 

stability, and to this end may afec ncti.fy'"emeller-scale 

manceuvre.s to other participating states, with special regard 

for·these hear ~h;~r~a.of.such manoeuvres". 

The Final Act also contains a paragraph wherein the states 
' recognize "that they may notify other manoeuvres conducted by 

I 
them". However, to the extent that this observation was in

tended to refer to independent([ir or~val_exercises;-no---1 

c:·tates-nav-e-p reannounced any _such.manoeuvre s_acco rding _ta_thel 

[!:;_SCE _p_ro cedu re-s:-] 

The Eastern states have adhered to the practice of inviting 

observers only from neighbouring countries. This is not in 

contravention of the Final Act where it is explicitely stated 

that it is up to the inviting state to"determine in each case 

the nu~ber of observers as well as the procedures and conditions 

pf their participation". The Western states along with the 

neutrals- have invited observers from a broader spectrum of 

CSCE participating states. 

----------------
~ The Eastern states fiave-nor::::rrn-=n"'o'"'w""--a=c c·ept ea-a.n y _i_~ vi:t at]:(l_n"'l~ 
1· _fOI:lserve""lilestern~·ma-noeuvres:"'f The reasons far not accepting the 

~ 

Western invitations are not known as they have not been ex

plained. It should be observed in this connection 

that the exchange of observers according to the Fihal Act is 

to take place "in a spirit of reciprocity". With the exception 
of Rumania, the Eastern states declined to send observers to a 

manoeuvre in Switzerland in 1975. Observers from the Eastern 
states participated in a manoeuvre in Yugoslavia in 1976 and 
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the USSR, Poland and DDR sent observers to a Swedish 

in March of 1977. 

j~ 
manoeuvre \ 

\ 

The procedures and conditions which have determined the partici

pation of observer~. during manoeuvres have also varied consi

derably, The Western and neutral states, generally speaking, 

have granted the observers greater opportunities for direct 

observation and contact with host nation participating 

personell than have the Eastern states, Participating 

with respect to the 
number of observers invited, whether or not they included 

experts f ram the capitals in addition to the accredited mili ta:ry 

attach~s, the rank of the observers nominated to represent 
-

their countries during manoeuvres, etc. They have followed 

different practices also with respect to the equipment which 

observers were allowed to bring with them, most notably 

photographic equipment. Furthermore, states have ad~ered to 

different paiterni- in connect~on.with the information 
provided about the manoeuvres in question. 

We have noted above that the purpose of exchange of observers 

is not to gather intelligence information, but rather (t._oa:s7 

(ceriain_the.:.true .nature of-the-mifitary-acti vi ti~s-underJ 

rob serve tian~and ~to-pave -the- way -fa r-enh anced·c_oof,iaence -th rough:t 

c·grEI_~ tfill':.op en ne s_s:and :_transparency. ) 

The Final Act states that the participating states recognize 

that they may at their own discretio!'l· and with a view to 

cont»ibuting to confidence building, notify their major mili

tary ~ovements. No state 1 • however, has provided such notifi

cation since Helsinki; 

_C!jf1' S.- .. ' ~.: .... -·: 

Having reviewed briefly the pattern of implementation~ we now 

turn to a discussion of possible amplification and strengtnJil'!g -· 

of the provisions in the Final Act with respect to CBM's. 

We shall expla1n briefly also certain possible options for 

additional-provisions as part of a continuous process of con

fidence construction in Europe. 

We note that th• partici~ating state~-seem to have adhered to 
· tfre'-,for-ma:t:·re_!:l·citre1ii&rrts contained in·'t'he Final Act. 

~--------------

I 
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However, l;ii/h-ifll'"it.;.,come s _to_di se ration ary _Practice _a _l 
\differentiated patter~-ems.rges.-f Th-is is parhcularly 

'rue ~ith respect to.notific~tion 

of major military manoeuvres below the 25 000 man threshold. 

It would seem desirable for purposes of ensuring a more uniform 

practice (tnat_the.th:reshold-be_lowered-to e_g _1 o::ooQ men ._f \ 
The frequency of such manoeuvres is not so high that the modi

fication would produce practical problems. Continuation of a 

differentiated pattern of implementation could give rise to 

the view that those states which exhibit reluctance to pre

announce below the~reshold of 25 000 men are less interested 

than those who do in expanding confidence and mutual security. 

Tensions could·indeed arise from an irregular pattern of 

actual implementation, particularly in view of the emphasis on 

t 
reciprocity in the Final Act. Many of the smaller state" in 

Europe never stage manoeuvres of a size which approach the 

current threshold. From the pmint of view of universality, it 

is important to 
concern-s of all 

Hence, we 

en-sure·. the participation 

the participating states. 

and includ.e the 

conclude that it is important to strengthen 

the commitment to preannounce manoeuvres below the current 

threshold of 25 000 men. In the absence of a decision to 

lower the threshold to 10 000 men we believe that the modal 

verb "may" in the paragraph on small scale manoeuvres should 

be replaced by "will''· If the fixed threshold be lowered to 

e g 10 ODD men, it would seem desirable to focus more specifi

cally on below-tbreshold notification of military manoeuvres 

in the immediate vicinity of national border areas in order 

to strengthen mutual confidence in the areas where the 

potential for fear and misjudgment is particularly salient. 

We have noted that states have differed also in their propen

sity to invite observers, in the selection of countries from 

which observers have been invited, and in their treatment of 

observers. Hence, consideration should be given to the 

pc ssibili ty of @iiP.lJlying_and-strengthening-the-provi·sion s-f 
(concerr1ifi~observers_;j;o as to produce a more equal and con

sistent pattern of implementation. We deem it important to 

preserve the basic principle that observers be invited at the 

discretion of the host country. They should not constitute 

externally imposed agents of control, They are observers at 
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the disposal, so to speak, of the host country, desirous of 

demonstrating the absence of aggressive designs. It is possible 

to envisage also (the_even_tual~growth~of_:.the:obser:Ver_insti=-"1 
• 

chfUon'-tofncluae ~spec;:ial_su rv eill ance_ teams_which eau ld be 

on call whenever a state· in a crises situation wanted to be 

able to provide convincing demonstration of the absence of 

aggressive preparations. 

The Fin~l Act already states that participating states "will" 

invite other states to send observers. This should be done 

"voluntari.ly and· on a bilateral basis, in a spirit of reciprc:city\ 

an~ goodwill". The obligation is general and not tied t~ma~oT 
mil~ tary manoeuvres only ,_We.stern and. ·nel!tral .states have -.nv~ ted 

observers to manoeuvres of a smaller scale than 25 000 men. 

Hence, the general obligation is clear enough. In order to 

avoid a practice leading to a subregionalized implementation 

through selective invitation of observers from neighbouring and 

sm·a.·l.l st~~e. s only, it would ~ee: us~fu~ [t.o:incfude_a_provi's~2 
{itl.pulahng-that-observers-w~ll be ~nv~ted from a represent=f1 

· Q'iv~g~p ofparticipati'ngytates:f It is desirable, further

more, to consider the formalation of common criteria for the 

treatment of observers. ~code~of-treatment2 could include pro

visions, for example, designed to ensure the ability of obser

vers to observe adequately by guaranteeing them a reasonable 

freedom of movement in the manoeuvre area under escort. They 

should be given adequate briefings on the scenario, forces, 

objectives and terrain of the manoeuvre. The observers should 

have the right to use binoculars and cameras, with exceptions 

mad~ perhaps, for particularly sensitive areas. Such a code 

would be designed to produce a greater uniformity of practice 

and to enable the observers to fulfill their confidence build

ing functions. We want to raamphasize in this connection that 

the exchange of observers is primarily an instrument affecting 

perceptions of the political climate. It is of rather limited 

military utility. However, out of the observer practice in 

the CBM context could grow more ambitious schemes for mutual 

observation and control in connection with agreements on arms 

control and disarmament, e g as a result of the Vienna talks 

on mutual and balanced force reductions in Central Europe. 
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We have observed above that the 21 days minimum time for 

notification of major military manoeuvres should be extended 

to coincide more realistically with various preparations 

associated with major military manoeuvres. (A __ R!I.riod:Of.:§O-del)'s1 

cwould-seem reason-at:ilS:' It would previde increased insurance 

against the interpretation that a given manoeuvre be organized 

for pDrposes of exercising pressure in a political crises. 

Consideration may be given also to the possibility of broaden

ing the content of notification to include 1more-i;formation:; 

caoout-l:lie-partic1pafing-urii t~f particular! y their use of heavy 

equipment such as tanks, armoured combat vehicles, etc; the 

naval and air components in combined manoeuvre~ and the 

possible links between the manoeuvre in question and other 

previous or subsequent manoeuvres. 

\Nil_stat·es~have-till now ch()sen to-nmtify~military_!ll_ovements':'f 

I 
I 
I 

l ~ i 

We have observed that such activity may in fact be hard to 

distinguish from a manoeuvre. All manoeuvres imply movement of . 1 

·forces. However, all movements do not involve a structured 

phase of two-sided activities which characterizes a.militar~ 

manoeuvre. The ambiguities involved, and the fact that man

oeuvres are almost invariably.~rec~ded by movements and build-

up of forces point in the direction of rewriting the provisions 
I 

on military movements so as to-mal<-e:t"lie-m-analogous-t00lr-indeed 
' ---...---- --- - ----- - - --·- - . 

[congrl:rent -~ith7tlio·se-tha t-appl y _to ~majormi li tary ·mano-euvre <g 
with respec·t to the obligation. and threshold of notification. 

As military movements do not._require the same preparations 'as 

military manoeuvres ttlB-lsa.d'time·for-nm tif,ication shourd 1 
IPfOoably•be-shorter;-e·g-15-days~- Se111e states are dependent 

on the rapid transfer of assisting forces in an emergency in 

' 
·I 
! 

order to deter or repel aggression. Hence, there should be an 

,es_9ape_clau se-covering __ the_case when- extraordinary ·events 1 
threaten_t_o jeopardize-the-supreme-interests ·of-a-participating ~ 

1 

A~~- . I 
C!. -c"" 

Such suggestions as we have made in this section are in con

sonance with the text of the Final Act in which the participat

ing states recognize that the experience gained by the imple

mentation of the provisions therein together with further 
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efforts, "could lead to developing and enlarging measures 

aimed at strengthening confidence" • 

.ill or-der tu Suti tain· tile pr·uc.:e:s:; uf ue-cen-ce ·~ t app~~_rs 

desirable to initiate considerati~n of-·;rlrli_t.i_,.,n-~1 f't>,M•~-
for subsequent incorporation into the text. In this connection 

several states have drawn attention to the fact that they 

consider rnaV81--arldair exerci~particfilarly __ worri"Some:--t 

Hence, (it-would ·be-eseful_to_stu~y_po ssitile parameterswi th:J 

rrespect:-to•the ·def ini tmon·of-th~reshol"dS:::for the~noti f icat~ 

'of:"§[Ch1.:manoeuvres as well-~ Obviously a straight manpower 
criterion will not be very applicable. Furthermore, several 

states haveexpressed the view that particular constraints 

should be considered in relation to military activity in 

immediate national border areas, e g within 25 km of such bord

ers. The possibility of (estatilishing:ceil'i'ngs_on~the·force~-} 
cmanoeuveringliii'th-iniiii'iiiBdiate-border ·areastmay be con sid~red. 1 

It is conceiva~le also that it would prove possible to identify 

certain military activities which would be considered as I 
particularly offensive in such areas and which could be subjec

ted to prohibition. 

CBM-type arrangements associated with agreements on mutual 

force reductions in Central Europe could include, for instance, 
Jltio r"no ti f ication ·or ·movements -in to ·the-areaof --reductions ,--1 
cagreed·rule s ~with-respect· to·the-ro ta tion· of-stationed •t roop s; 

(Pi'iilr"notificat'i~f_maj~r exerci'SBSinthe-ar~ea_·o-f_:red~-
(tions ,' (l"iiiii't"afions_on thS"'Size ,~umber and-duration ·of•exer-· 

(cises•in-the"areaof reducfionsJ exchangeofobserverscfurin~-., 
(Eixerci'se~ They could include, f-urthermore, ,co-nstraints-wi'thy i 
1respect·to-~ov~ments_and _disposition s_in_the immeidiate~·vici,ni !YJl 
of-the. r~xct~on _area~ and .e-stabli'shmen t ·or·f ixed-observation·po st1s -,1 

---:--:--:-::::-:---=--~--=-~:.:..::~:.;.;.....:..:..:..:_1 
~t-major·communication•nodesJ CSCE arrangements could provide ' 

a general framework for the integration of such particular 

constraints into a b~oader context. Hence, a certain overlap 

between CSCE and MBFR CBM a~rangements could serve the function 

of preserving the coherence and cohesion of the security orde~ 
in Europe at large. 
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Finally, it seems to us that a commitment on behalf of the 

participating states (§:Jlu6Tisndatayt;Jou_t~militl;!ry~pen-di:=:::l 

(tu res and!)rocurement -~~cordj.ng _to_ accepted _def ~nit ions _anJL_1 

tformats~would contribute substantially to reducing the un

cert~ty and competition which is generated by inadequate 

information. 

We have attempted to suggest various ways in which the pro

visions of the Final Act with respect to CBM's could be 

amplified, stre~gthened and expanded. In our view CBM' s should 

serve the aim of shortening the shadows of uncertainty and I 
fear which are all too often associated with military activitx 

on "the other side of the hill". 

The suggestions are illustrative of an ap~roach rather than 

exhaustive of the available options. Our aim has been to 

provide a basis for further consideration and dialogue. We 

believe that discussion and analysla of issues such as we have 

addressed above could in and of itself 

security in Europe • 

• 

contribute to 

\ 
I 

I 
' 
1 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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Table 1. 

Sponsering 
country 

1975 NA TO-col.Jn-' 
tries 

sep FRG 

oct USA 

oct/ USA 
nov 

sep Turkey 

oct Norway 
act/ Netherlands 
nov 

WP countries 

None 

Neutral and 
non- aligned 

act Yogoslavia 

nov Switzerland 

1976 NATO-courit.; 

sep 
11 

~ 
FR!t 
USA 

~0 

Notification of manoeuvres and invitation ot observers 
since Helsinki · 

Name of 
manoeuvre 

Size of Observers Countries 
l!lBnoeuvr E .· -i-rnt±-i.eii-·. iRv i tad to 

Gro sse Roch- f.e.a 000 
a de 

Certain Trek 57 000 

Reforger 75 

Deep Express 

Batten Bolt 
Pantsempr·o ng 

53 000 

lB 000 

8 000 

10 000 

18 000 

40 000 

Grtlllsser Baer 50 000 
Gor~iaD. Shi• 30 000 
eld 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 
No 

No 

No 

Yes 
No 

ssnd obs:r-
v:r-: 

All CSCE(l) 

All CSCE 

No of 
observ
ers in-
' ' v1.ted 
fro:::- eZtcli 
·country 

2 

2 

11 · USA 

feb/ 

. Lares Team 44 000 Yes 11 2 

mar Norway 

sep 

act 

nov 
.· 

jan/ 
feb 

. 

11 

Denmark/FRtl 

UK 

P-countries 

USSR 

Jun.: USSR 

. 

Atlas Express 17-0D? 

Team Work 

Bonded ~Item 

Spearpoint 

Caucasus 

Sever 

13 500 

11 000 

18 000 

25 000 

25 ODD 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

CA-DE-FR!.l · 
[\!1;:-UK-AUS 
FIN•SWE-POL 
USSR-USA 

USSR-CZo.GDR
RO-YU-SWE-SU'I 
FI-I R-AUS-PO
NE-CA. 

'8U-GR-RO
TU-JUG 

ND-SWE-FIN
PO-GDR 

2 

1 

3 

2-3 
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apr 

oct 
sep 

oct 
nov 

il.977 

1977 

, May ' 

Mar 

Mar 

' 

Table 1 continued: 21 

Hungary 2) - 10 000 
-

Hungary 3) - 15 000 

Poland Tarcza 76 35 000 Yes DE-AUS-FIN-
SWE 

Neutral & 
Non-a:J_igried 

j countries 22 CS CE-part. -
Yugoslallie. Golilja 24 000 I Yes ci~ants 

Sweden Poseidon · 12 000 No 

! 
NA TO-count- I 
ries I 

Certain 'Fight I us 24 000 i No 
er I 

WP-countrie 6 l 

Soviet - 25 000 No 

Neutral and 
non-aligned 
Sweden - ia troo· Yes AUS-SUI-US-NO-

FRG-YUG-UK-DE-
USSR-GDR-PO-
FIN 

., ... -· 
' 

1) This implies that in genera!~ll CSCE countries were in
vited, It could not be ascertained_ however, luhether 

2 

2 

2 

- --- -,·-··········-·····-····--·- .----·-·-· -----------------------.. ----~------ --- 0.. - • -

the ~nv~tees ~ncluded countr~es ~~ th nn mi li tRrv f"l"C"S of their 
own, such as San M~-rfni:J-_ Monaco, Iceland, etc. --

-- 2) Notified one dayin-adv-ance of the manoeuvre 

3) " 
--- --------- . 

- the same day as the initiRtinn of th~ manoeuvre 

'•' 
'··' . ~ 
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CER'I'l\.IN ll.GPECTS OF THE l"'HITAHY SITUATION IN mJROPB AND 

HOW TJlli~ AFFECT THE i3ECU£UTY OF TH.2 l!,LJROPEAN COUNTHIES 

Despite the overall process of detente that has been 

initiated in Europe and a reduced likelihood of an armed conflict 

breaking out on European soil, t.here is still cause for concern 

in view of the fact that peace on the Zuropean continent is based 

on an extremely high level of military effectives and on the 

strengthening of military power which is assuming broader and 

broader proportions. In other words, the political easing of 

tensions is not accompanied by a corresponding detente in the 

military sphere. 

Europe is the region with the greatest concentration of 

armed forces. There are some 7.4 million soldiers in the peace 

establishments alone to which another l. 3 million people should 

be added who belong to various semi-military formations that 

have been set up for different purposes as well as over 15 million 
MAe \\., .; "" 

train~rve ~.+This tremendous military power is in 

possession of the most up-to-date arms so far built and produced 
' 

which include, jnter alia, 10.500 nuclear warheads, some 38.500 

tanks and 10.100 fighter aircrafts, large reserves of stockpiled 

armaments and other lethal equipment etc. Approximately 3.000 

warships are constantly sailing the coastal seas and oceans 

surrounding the European continent. If we were to add to this 

figure the forces designated for action on the European battle-

+ Estimates made on the basis of data from The Military Baiance 
1976-1977, p.80 
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field, we will obtain a figure amounting to almost half of the 

total world miiitary effectives; this number being still larger 

if we consider the quality, i.e. the kinds and types of different 

weapons as well as their total fighting capacity. Of equal 

significance is the :presence of exceptionally strong foreign 

military contingents and the existence of numerous military bases 

on the territory of l'.Uro:pe. It is, for iristance, a well...:known 

fact that about one million foreign soldiers are stationed in 

the European countries •. 

. The greatest concentration of manpower and arms is to 

be found in the region of Central Europe. Although these forces 

are :primarily used as a basic indicator of the HATO-Warsaw Pact 

balance in Europe, tl1eir magnitude and IJO'Jer have long since be

come a cause for concern for the majority of Europeans. It is 

excessive, both from a purely military point of view and from 

the point of view of maintaining the balance of power between 

the two military blocs, since its importance is only comparative. 

It is hi[';hly improbable, in other words, that either side vwuld, 

in the existing constellation of military :power in Europe, dare 

take the risk of starting broader war operations, or rather to 

resort to military force in settling disputes. If this were to 

be done, there would inevitably be a rapid escalation of war 

into a generalized world conflict with disastrous consequences 

for the whole of mankind. 

It is likely that the military alliances came to realize 

this which gave rise to the Vienna talks on the reduction of 

armed forces and armaments in Central Europe (MFR). This move is, 

.--,. 
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doubtless, very encouraging, as it was one of the first indica-

tions of the beginning of the process of military detente, 

thcugh little has been achieved in view of its implementation. 

On the contrary, statements in favour of strengthening military 

potential in certain regions of Europe are becoming increasingly 

frequent and refer particularly to the North European and South 

European wings which have supposedly become weaker in the past 

few years. This would not only not make for the normalization 

and positive stabiiization of the situation but it would be 

rendered more unstable still, especially in the region of the 

Mediterranean and the Near East. In any event, the figures rela-

ting to the total number of military effectives in the Mediter-

ranean region, which - barring the Black Sea and the foreign 

troops - amount to over 2,5 million soldiers in land power alone, 

are clearly indicative of this. The two military blocs have no 

less than 120 land-force divisions turned towards the South 

European battlefield. If, on the other hand, we be~ in mind the 

fact that eleven of the Imropean countries are£he_diterraneati 

States and that three non-Mediterranean powers are present via 

their fleets in the Mediterranean Sea, it may easily be concluded 

that 2J-I·lOuia"oeboth.ili_'§gical-aiid unnatural-to-divorce-the I 
. ,situat1onii1tl:i'is region.from thesi tuafion~and security ·in-r 
(E~ope.as a whole. 

If we should add to all this the continuous develop-

ment of strategic missiles and nuclear weapons by the big powers, 

the total capacity of which has increased s~-fold in the past 
~ 
fi~e years, then the following question rightly arises: Are these 

practices and tendencies not in contradiction with the policy 
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of detente and do they not express the concept of the inevitabili

ty of a third world war, of the perpetuity of the division of 

Europe and of the world into military and political blocs and 

of a peace based on the balance of power and terror? Some, ho1.r

ever, hold the view that the strength of a country's politics 

are in direct correlation with the military-power backing these 

politics. One tends to overlook or neglect the fact_that con

centrated military power, because it does not wish to be neglect

ed, is exerting a constant pressure, thereby rendering politics 

still more agressive. 

The balance thilt has been established between the NATO 

and Warsaw Pact countries in l!.Urope is, however, not a guarantee 

for the security of the countries that do not belong to these 

alliances. Aware of this, these countries are compelled to set 

aside considerable material and other resources fr.om their 

national income for defense purposes and to devote much attention 

to the strengthening of their territorial defense which is a 

markedly defensive component. 

While, on the one hand, advocating the policy of 

detente, the members of the military blocs are, on the other, in

creasing each year, their production of arms and modernizing 

their armed forces at an ever greater speed. This trend is parti

cularly evident in the case of the super po1•ers who are, thanks 

to their economic and technological potentictl, the greatest 

producers and exporters of all kinds.of modern weapons and the 

mainstays of the continued arms race. According to the data ob

tained from the International Institute for Strategic Studies in 
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London, the total nominal military expenditure of the £uropean 

countries, the USA and Canada.for 1976 amounted to 306 billion 

dollars which represents a 6 per cent increase as compared to the 

previous year. 1) In 1975, the NATO countries accounted for 

44.8 per cent of the total military expenditure in the world, 

the Warsaw Pact countries for 33.3 per cent, the countries of 

Europe that do not belong to the blocs participated with 1.8 

per cent, •rher~as all the other countries in the world accounted 

for 20.1 per cent. 2 ) 

In modernizing the armed forces of the NATO and Warsaw 

Pacts, special emphasis is laid on strengthening forces and means 

aimed at offensive action. New combat equipment of a considerably 

higher quality is being introduced or being built for this purpose, 

such as: new types of tanks, armoured transporters, the newest 

generation of precision guided missiles, warheads with space-

effect explosives, new types of armed helicopters and fighter-. 

bombers and airborne units of an accrued capacity. The convention-: 

al component of the armed forces of these countries is, hence, 

gaining new qualities in that their manoeuvring and firing capaci-

ty is enhanced by several times. It is within this context that 

one should view the frequent statements concerning the allegedly 

major contributions being made toward military detente and which, 

in fact, consist in a reduction of military service by a month or 

so, or in a symbolic cut in manpower in some services or opera-

' tional groups in the armed forces. I1ention is rarely made of the 

l) The Military Balance 1976-1977, p. 78 

2) SIPRI,Yearbook 1976, p. 128 
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fact that the power of arms does not merely reside in its numeric

al value and that the genuine capacity of certain services and 

branches of arms may be greater even with a smaller number of 

people. 

It is, for instance, a matter of common knowledge that 

1976 marked the end of one five-year plan concerning the further 

modernization of the NATO Pact armed forces and the beginning of 

a new five-year plan. According to incomplete data published, 

the members of this military alliance will produce, in the abov~ 

period, 9.200 fighter planes, approximately 3.500 highly modern 

tanks of only one type as well as several tens of thousands of 

different kinds of weapons of the most up-to-date type. As 

regards the armed forces of the Warsaw Pact countries, the 1975-

1980 five-year plan for their modernization is now being applied" 

According to incomplete information published in the literature 

of the Western European countries, the members of that military 

alliance have acquired, in the course of the past t&treyears, some 

5.000 tanks, approximately ten thousand armoure;d transporters 

and self-propelling artillery pieces, new types of helicopters 

and fighter aircraft with a larger radius and load-carrying 

capacity etc. 

These are only some of the manifestations of the arms 

race. If we consider the constant research for the building and 

production of new and more modern kinds and types of arms, rang

ing from missiles to thermonuclear and other combat weapons 

aimed at mass destruction, then the arms race becomes all the 

more apparent. The purpose of the arms race is not, however, to 

maintain the existing balance but rather to gain a vital one-
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sided preponderance and thereby swing the balance in one's favour. 

This is why this competition is so dangerous because.it may lead 

to a strategic destabilization which would have unforseeable 

consequences on peace and security in the world and in Europe alsoo 

It is evident that the techniques and technology of 

warfare have developed to a considerable extent. The military and 

political alliances and blocs are in possession of such vast 

quantities of warfare.techniques and have such extensive possibili

ties of further parallelly developing these techniques and technov 

logy that any prospect of acquiring an essential advantage one 

over the other as regards power would seem quite unrealistico The 

only realistic alternative for the European countries is, there

fore, the process of detente, the reduction of armed forces and 

armaments and the promotion of mutual confidence. 

Nuclear Weapons Limitation, the Reduction of Military Effectives 

and the Haltin..e;_of the Arms Race - the Greatest Contribution to 

~he Process of Military Detente and Security 

It is obvious that the policy of the easing of tensions 

constitutes, within the framework of international relations, a 

tendency aimed at preventing the settlement of social· .::ontradic

tions occurring in the contemporary world by the use of weapons. 

Eventhough this policy constitutes, under present day conditions, 

the only alternative to a world-scale nuclear war, it is nonethe

less fraught with serio.us contradictions. As it mainly relies on 

a precarious general military balance between the two super powers 

based, primarily, on missile-nuclear armaments, it is not a limit

ing factor in the continuance of the arms race and in raising the 
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balance to a higher strategic level, although the reverse process 

was expected in the Helsinki spirit. 

The beginning of negotiations between the USA and the 

USSR regarding the limitation of strategic nuclear weapons (SALT) 

as well as the initiation of subsequent negotiations in Vienna 
\ 

between a group of NATO Pact and Warsaw Pact members concerning 

the reduction of armed forces and armaments in Central Europe 

(l'1FR) gave rise to a certain optimism as to the materialization 

of such a possibility. 

The statements made by official representatives of the 

Soviet Union and the United State·s after the recent talks in 

Moscow give the impression that there is a still greater diver-

gence in the approach to the problems at stake and that the 

achievement of the SALT agreement is still more uncertain than it 

had been prior to the talks. It would seem that some of the above 

effects are already being felt in the Vienna talks. The views of 

both sides taking part in these negotiations differ so widely 

that the genuine prospects of reaching an agreement between them 

in the near future are unlikely, eventhough the reductions under 

discussion are limited in significance and in scope. 

We ·are aware of the fact that the Vienna talks represent, 

in view of the character, complexity and delicate nature of the 

questions involved, a unique event within the system of regulat

ing relations betwe~n two military and political alliances in 

Europe, and that chey reflect the positive view taken by both 

sides that the relaxation of political tensions and the easing 

of conflicts between the blocs cannot be achieved without the 
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adoption of corresponding measures in the field of military 

relations. For the time being, the talks only relate to the 

initial phase in reducing military effectives and arms in the 

region of Central Europe. Assuming that the present talks are 

successfully concluded, scope would be provided for continuing 

talks concerning the further reduction of arms and armed forces 

in other regions of Europe. The halting of any further increase 

in military effectives, offensive weapons and of mass destruction 

means would in itself be an encouraging achievement for the 

European nations. 

Virtually all the talks that have so far been conducted 

in connection with the halting of the arms race and the reduction 

of military effectives have clearly assumed(a~~loc charac_tgr and 

have taken place within the framework of negotiations between 

the two alliances, under the decisive influence of the two big 

powers. If, however, the Vienna talks are regarded as one of the 

vital elements which ought to lead to reducing military tensions 

in Europe - then all the European countries have an interest in 

the proceedings and results of these negotiations. The Helsinki 

Conference has, in fact, adopted the view that participants in 

negotiating fora, which means also the Vienna talks, should"~ 

(t_o~it_thatf-information-about_:r:~levant dexe_l9Plll~n:ts,_pr.o.gress and7 

~rts""'Ts"'}:5rov~de-d on an app!Eprnfte-oasis·toother-states partD 
rCipat-ing·in--the~cscE"::as well as the view that it is "the justified - ..; 

interest of any of those States in having their vievrs consid·ered",. 

which binds those taking part in the Vienna talks to inform the 

other European countries about the proceedings of the negotiations, 

a commitment which they have so far failed to meet. 
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It is our belief that no one labours under the delusion 

that genuine security can be built on a continous arms race in 

order to maintain the balance of power or on mutual promises of 

non-aggression. As concerns Europe, much more substantial guaran-

tees are essential to the people that belong or that do no belong 

to the two military and political alliances. These guarantees in

clude, of course, a certain balance of power but not a balance 

that.implies and encourages an increasingly dangerous arms race 

but rather one that will gradually lead to total disarmament and 

to the beginning of a genuine process of military detente. 

Security, however, will not follow this line of de

velopment of its own accord. This will, above all, depend on the 

readiness and choice of all the European nations and states to 

gear their activity toward the development of a system of 

guarantees apt to ensure the consistent implementation of the 

Helsinki Conference provisions and they are, as we know, based 

on the achievement of a gradual reduction of arms and armed 

forces, on the enlisting of new efforts in favour of the achieve·

ment of general and complete disarmament, the development of 

mutual confidence among the European countries and the strengthen-

ing of their independence and peaceful cooperation. 

The ~nference on Security and Cooperation in Europe and 

the Process of Military Detente 

Realistically recognizing that political goals cannot 

be, under contemporary international conditions, achieve.d by 

means of aggression, .the participating States in the Conference ·, 

on Security and Cooperation in Europe have agreed to: "refrain 
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in their mutual relations, as well as in their international 

relations in _general, from t!;he--:-fl:ll'e§,_t~or-us_e of:forceJ against· the 

territorial integrity or political independence of any State, 

or in any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the Ul;lited 

Nations and with the Declaration adopted." 

It is of a particular importance that the CSCE placed 

on its agenda the problem of the (}~iT:i:ty of s.ecurity, and 

that it indicated that a parallel and continued political and 

military detente was essential since it was only under that 

condition that a contribution could be made to peace and security. 

In order to initiate this process, the Conference adopted the 

document. on "Confidence-Building Measures and Certain Aspects 

of Security and Disarmament." Eventhough these measures are, in 

essence, very modest, symbolic and not comprising even the most 

essential aspects, they are, nevertheless important in that they 

point to the initiation of the process of military detente in 

Europe. 

The period from the Helsinki Conference to the present 

day bears all the marks of an initial process which has yielded 

rather substantive and encouraging results but has also shown 

certain waverings and even considerable deviations from the 

spirit and purpose of the Final Act of the Conference. According 

to data we have at our disposal, the most significant contribu

tion has been made in regard to the implementation of certain 

confidence-building measures. 

As concerns cooperation in the military sphere, it is 

worthwhile stressing that the majority of manoeuvres held on the 

territory of Europe from the holding of the Conference to the 
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present day have been notified.With reference to the Final Act 

of the Conference, the Yugoslav government has been· notified of 

26 manoeuvres by 32 Participating States. Several countries have 

simultaneously given notification of several multi-national 

manoeuvres. Notification has also been given of manoeuvres of a 

considerably smaller-scale than the one provided for in the 

Final Act: 19 manoeuvres comprising less than 25.ooo people have 

been notified. 

It is difficult to.determine the exact number of notifi-

cations on a European scale' since rmost_of~them-nav:e_be_e_n_giv:en 

(on a regional-or~a-brlaterarbEJ,1?.._i_:;;:l According to incomplete data, 

in 1976 lo8 major military exercises and manoeuvres have taken 

place in EUrope as compared to a total of 76 performed in the 

previous year, 1975. This indicates that there has b·een no cut in 

military-manoeuvre activities in EUrope after the Conference, 

neither in terms of the total number of exercises and manoeuvres 

held, nor as regards the total number 9f troops engaged and the 

size of the manoeuvring area. 

Certain tendencies have emerged with· respect to military

exercise activity which are contrary to the letter and purpose 

of the noti-fication provisions. For example: 

- iNo-no.t_i-ficatton-nas-bl:fen-giVelic5T manoeuvres constituB 

,;ing-organi-zatronaiiy a series of comparatTveTy-smaller manoeuvf€5]' 

but having a general aim, a' single operational concept, time

frame .and area of conduct, and which are constitutive parts 

(elements) of larger manoeuvres, bearing all possible adverse 

implications for security and confidence among the States although, 

as such, should be notified. 
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- ]Q!_i__fican()n:nas~no1f_:J,_nclUued-manoeuvres-of ampnibiou.sJ 

. or,airborne units r although such manoeuvres were held' and the 

Document adopted provides for such a notification. 

- ipo_p_g_tification-has-been-given:regarding-manoeuvres-ill' 

.c.oastal-areasa:iid,_in_the_airspac·e-, The notification of such ma

noeuvres is not, it is true, compulsory according to the Final 

Act ( ••• "if applicable"). These manoeuvres have, however, acquired 

the features of the permanent activity of large-scale fleet forma

tions, particularly in the Mediterranean. Due to the conditions of 

crisis in this area, manoeuvres of the naval forces always constitu

te a potential threat and have, in fact, had an adverse effect on 

general security and confidence among the States.~~~~s~cK:large] 

[fle_€lts_or-parts=of:such:fleets_enter into narrow seas-,-sucli a§_thc/ -.---- ------- --- - --~-------- -- ------ --- -
tKd.ria'fic7"""or "when~ t ney ~approach-s·ome country _wit:tJ.out _prior-anhoun :3 

@_!Ile:Ii:t~or_cg]l.duct·manoeuvres-in-itsviCini'ty,.._(espe·cia:I:l:Y"if-it-is----;7 

e:n.on_-al":lgne-d-c_Ot1!ltry)~ then this can be said to be contrary to 

the wish for promoting confidence and establishing better relations 

among peoples and Stat·es. 

It is certain that the strengthening of confidence among 

the States would be further enhanced by a more co~sistent notifica

tion of all manoeuvres, in accordance with the parameters that have 

' been set forth in the Helsinki Final Act. This means that all 

Participating countries in the Helsinki Conference should give 

notification of all manoeuvres comprised within the framework of 

these parameters, then of all manoeuvres for which the Final Act 
~ 

has not set specific parameters but suggests that they should be 
..... 

notified as we'll as of somewhat smaller-scale manoeuvres which ·-
are conducted for a longer period of time, for which more 

.I 
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information than that which is required by the relevant provisio 

of the Final Act should be given. This implies the notification 

of smaller-scale manoeuvres of airborne and amphibious troops, 

tand-esp_ecial:J,y of.:IDiXf!ll!'Y-"!..Qti_y_iTh_s_}l(hich __ a,re c~~:["~t~in::J 

~t~proximrt"yc)f-thw_and~or~~s_€l/3l_frontiers--af~other~coun:trTesr 

even if they are conducted on a smaller scale. 

According to the available data, there has been after 

Helsinki, no notification of larger-scale military movements. It 

is a well-known fact, however, that several movements of milit~y 

forces have taken place outside the framework of manoeuvres. 

Although the Helsinki Final Act does not give a final definition 

of this measure but rather that it would be further discussed in 

the follow-up to the Conference, it is nonetheless sugge.sted to 

the Participating-States that they may: ••• "at their own discre

tion ••• notify their major military movements". 't:_lj8_r:.:_I!.o:t~YLica-J 

("Cion ofnf<fjor-miTitarL_movement!l] would, doubtless, contribute to 

confidence - building and would be in the Helsinki spirit. 

Jnviting observers to attend the manoeuvres proved to be 

one of the most important measures in favour of strengthening 

confidence. Although this measure has been, to-date, restricted 

·"~~s regards its application, it has nevertheless largely contribut
" (':. 
ed to a better mutual understanding and to precluding possible 

suspicions, misunderstanding and miscalculations of the military 

activities of other countries.W@ feel that the contribution of 

this measure would be even more substantial if it were more 

frequently applied and if each notification of a major military 

manoeuvre were accompanied by an invitation of observers. 
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We consider that it is equally useful that the Final 

Act of the Helsinki Conference encourages, within the framework 

of the other conti~ence~building measures, the Participating 

States to: "with due regard to reciprocity and with a view to 

better mutual understanding, promote exchanges by invitation 

among their military personnel, including visits by military 

delegations. "Experience has confirmed thift fr,fi.endl-yTv:{'tf±-t"k of 

military personalities, groups, representatives of schools, 

institutes and institutions are a useful contribution towards 

a better mutual aequaintance, understanding and confidence. 

The Final Act adopted at the Helsinki Conference con

tains, by and large, sufficient measures aimed at strengthening 

confidence among the countries that have subcribed their. signa-

tures. The contribution of these measures will, however, only be 

a genuine one if it gives rise. to concrete changes in the situa-

tion and attitude of the military factor. In this context, it 

would be of a particular importance if the Participating States 

them se 1 ve s [Eiff:r:'CJJ;lle.d-from_miHt ary_~vi'tie s apt to c.aus_e=-.1 

(lil:Jx:iety: and tension, espe·cial·J:y~i-n .. areas··and~times_of_cris:i,s.:;;~. 
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THE BELGRADE MEETING WITHIN THE FOLLOW-UP 

OF THE CSCE - ITS ROLE AND PROSPECTS 

by -Djura Nincic 

I. The notion of a follow-up to the CSCE stemmed, it 

will be recalled, from an awareness - which, incidentally, was 

somewhat slow in coming - of the fact that the Conference 

neither marked the beginning nor should, of course, be expect

ed to constitute the erid of the process habituallY described 

as the d~tente. The CSCE was, as pointed out in the Final Act, 

an important part of the process, which thereby acquired a 

new dimension and was to become "increasingly viable and 

universal in scope" and thus grow into a broad multilateral 

effort to "improve security and develop co-operation in 

Europe". The purpose of the Belgrade meeting, which is an 

essential element in the follow-up is, accordingly, to ensure 

the continuation and expansion of the process by givinfl' 

further effect to the_ results of the Conference. 

II. Viewed in the light of this general purpose, the 

more specific assignment of the Belgrade meeting stands out 

in clearer outline. This assignment will consist [iri assessing] 

rana-mr-tneri~~the-imp±ementation-o~f~-!~!i:~!_'i_ri'f'i.J:_--A~~t~Et__n_~~_Sl_f~~-] 

~ ~tas__@_~:_t-ot'tl1e~j)_o_nfere!J__c:~i5_w-~-~ave. of c~~rse' used the 

singular advisedly in referring to the assignment of the 

Belgrade meeting, since it is, in fact, a single assignment, 
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falling into two closely related and interdependent parts, the 

first of which should, moreover, be primarily construed in 

function of the second. [Any·attempt-to spli"t-thesetwo_facets_? 

:of'~the_af3signmen i, _woul'd ;-nee dless~to-say.';'""runT foul-of-tne-]1 

(en~fi_re_conQept]of the follow-up as defined in the Final Act. 

III. From these general observations, there flow two 

further considerations, which it is essential to bear in mind 

both in the effort to assess the progress achieved so far and 

in the endeavour to extend the scope and accelerate the pace 

of the progress. The first.of these considerations - which, 

no matter how obvious, tends sometimes to be overlooked - is 

that the Final Act is a comprehensive document, consisting of 

several parts and a multitude of provisions, which are inter

-r-elated and of equal importance (although not necessarily_ 

identical in nature and wording), and should, accrodingly be 

construed and applied in its entirety- and within the context 

of the effect to be given to the results-of the Conference as 

a whole.(Xny·tendenc;YJ- and it is hardly a secret that such 

tendencies are, in fact, apparent - £!5Csirigle"out·any·one~ 

:part·o r ·pro vision ·o f•theF inal-A c t "for "exclusive· app_].icat"ion:J 

,_f~non~app),ica tioni":§.S "the:_ cas:e::-§y"b_e )7"woul'd "be-gro ss:Ly.fa_!J 

(jarianc e- with -thelet~tera.n-d -spirit-of -the~'Hels inki-document V 
and destructive of the ends it is designed to serve. The docu

ment, as now seems to be generally admitted, possesses the 

unique merit of constituting both a delicately balanced compro

mise between the different -and often divergent -attitudes 

and interests involved and a consistent approach to the many 

aspects of the over-all problem of security and co-operation 

in Europe. To try- to undo this compromise and disrupt the 

comprehensiveness of the approach, is tantamount to moving 
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backwards rather than forwards - it would mean reverting to 

pre-Helsinki rather than advancing towards post-Belgrade modes 

of thinking and patterns of behaviour. 

The second consideration relates to the general 

nature of the process, of which mention has already been made 

here and of which both the Helsinki Conference and the Belgrade 

meeting are a part. The recognition of the evident fact that 

the Belgrade meeting is part of a process has a threefold 

implication. On the one hand, it leads to ~·recogniyiori:Q1/ 

[tll.J~_.._it)l:go ss ioilTty-of-achi~evin-g-everything~at~onceJan d that 

progress - whether before or after Belgrade - necessarily has 

to be gradual. On the other hand, the long term and continuing 

nature of the process involved, ,g~p~ens-broaa~prspec[ts_of.:rfurther? 

~:dvanc,e towards more genuine security and expanding co-opera-

tion. Finally, since the "implementation of the Final Act and 

of the tasks set by the Conference" is part of a process, it 

has to be viewed within the context of the latter ran"d~assesed=' 

[i"n-:t-errns-of-th~e-impact _pro duced~there~oE?l It should, by the 

same token, be approached in a dyuamic and forward looking 

spirit, 

It is, probably, in a failure to take due account of 

these over-riding sonsiderations that the selective and 

restrictive attitudes - and they frequently tend to converge -

to the pr.oblem of implementation originate and reflect some 

of the difficulties to which the problem seems to have been 

giving rise, 

III. Such, then, would appear to be the general con

ceptual setting within which the Belgrade meeting should be 

l 
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expected to setabbut the more .Eractical task of surveying the 

ground covered since Helsinki and of mapping the further 

course of the "multilateral effort" initiated by the CSCE. 

That this should be done in a practical and constructive 

spirit, seems to be the prevailing view- at least in so far 

as it is expressed. That this should be done with an eye to 

the future, to further and fuller progress after - and as 

result of- Belgrade, also seems to be a major premise upon 

which the success of the coming gathering in our capital 

primarily depends. A few words might, accordingly, be said 

with regard to the "development of the d~tente in the future" 

-as the Final Act puts it. 

The further implementation of the Final Act will, 

needless to say, t£a:H-for~a~m<fre~effe·ctive~effort~-to~pu·t~into7 

\ga_c_tice_tJio ~e:_:pr.Q.v:fs_io_ns Cl_:f:!he_R~J_s_ii!iCi-do cum en t whl.cn~na. veJ 
Cno-t so::t~:r-been-adequat~1Y2PPliEf':]This will, at the same 

time, ~e_qui:r_~_further measures, bo t110-f•a-substan:tive~anod~of1 

L<J.~pr:os:e:_ifl.l!:§Lna tu re';] wherever such further steps are explic

itly envisaged or implied in the Final Act. Such measures 

would, obviously, mean neither a revision of, nor an addition 

to, the Final Act, but rather an essential part of its more 

effective implementation. Some of these measures readily come 

to mind, especially in the area we shall presently be dealing 

with- that of the military aspects of European security. But 

the same applies to the other "baskets" as well ,(il:1Clu-din-g;:, 

f'in-pa·rticular1-the-fourtllbaske-tJor what might be described 

as the "continuation of the follow-up". 

That the follow-up, if it is to have any real meaning, 

should continue after Belgrade, is no longer, it is to be hop-
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ed, a matter of dispute. What the Belgrade meeting will have 

to decide, and this will be an extremely weighty decision, 

will eo nee m the form (or tli'e"" mo dalrfies"-)-the-folrow-:::-up""wiJ:]J 

(aSsilil!e subsequent to that gathering. The activities that have 

been taking place in view of the meeting, the vast signifi

cance the latter is clearly acquiring and the stimulating 

effect it is already having, provides ample evidence, if any 

were needed, of the vital importance of such meetings as an 

essential element of the follow-up and the general process of 

which it is a part.IJiirFther meeting~should, therefore, be 

provided for, preferably~n a-periCid1cal-bfrs1s-and, possibly, 

[on:a:somewnat-nigner level]T because it is of the first impor

tance that the follow-up should be divested of the elements 

of uncertainty which now becloud it and which are bound to 

react adversely on the d~tente as a whole. It is equally impor

tant that, in the meanwhile, .the-g-rou-ps-of-experts1J envisaged 

in the Final Act, including the activities of the international 

organizations referred to in the relevant section of the docu

ment, lsho_u]:"_q.also_ continu-e~a.pac~ 

IV. The task that will face the representatives of 

the ministers of foreign affairs as they assemble in Belgrade 

later this year, will be a complex one and the setting within 

which they will have to tackle it will be far from simple. 

Their success in performing it will depend, to a very large 

degree, upon the extent to which the meeting proceeds along 

genuinely democratic lines, along the lines that were gradu

ally evolved by the Conference itself. Upon which, in other 

words, rule no. 1 of the Procedure adopted at the Conference 
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is obs.erved and "all States participating at the Conference 

(i.e. meeting) shall do so as sovereign and independent States 

and in conditions of full 'equali.ty" and that the meeting· genu

inely takes place "outside military alliances". 

•. 

j, 
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The Belgrad Meeting within the Follol<-up of the CSCE 

10 Theses 
• 

1. Two years after Helsinki one may state that quite .a few 

concrete improvements have been introduced into European 

politics, Among them the most important seems to be the 

re-appearance of the traditional notion of Europe which 

had been missing for some thirty years as a consequence 

of the fundamenta.l political cleavage after World \<!ar II. 

While the fundamental political and ideological contra

dictions remained unsettled and proved unsurmountable, 

public opinion all over Europe became aware that beside 

well-known state interests there are interests of the 

people themselves which should much more be taken into 

consideration by European politicians. Thus the re-uni?:J 

t;_ication-of"families",made head,.•ay on a larger scale. 

2. It is worthl>'hile mentioning that economic cooperation 

b0tl>'een the different parts of Europe has not only sur

vived the global economic crisis but in some countries 

even(increased-its-share·in-overall-foreign-trade. Some 

of the special agreements of Helsinki have more or less 

been practised, e.g. prior notification o~ and e~change 

of observers to
1
military manoeuvres. 

J, In Belgrade the representatives of the European states 

are going to discuss the positive and negative results 

of Helsinki, This may become a useful exercise if the 

participating governments -t-the-temptation.to-pro-

~cll1i:::~rnere _propagand:ot-or- behave ··like -3 5 "prose cll'tor_s • 

Uhether Belgrade l>'ill really become successful depends 
- . . 

first of all on the ability of the diplomats to detect 

areas of common interest \>'here (a.dditional_piirts of the 

Telegrammadresse: Exterpolitlk 
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Final Act of Helsinki can be realized and cooperation 

enhanced. For all practical purposes economic and-tech;' 
-~-------~-- --- - -

[riical-cooperafi"onsh0i:ild-be-tackled-by•existing:2g€mcie:;; 

such as ECE to guarantee maximum efficiency at minimum 
' cost. Duplecating existing organizations will deter public 

opinion from cooperation rather than encourage to. 

4. It might be useful to analyse in more detail the impact 

of the final kct on the political situation in Europe. 

Hhile the general tendency, '"hich emerged in East-~!est

relations at the beginning of the seventies, did not 

change, intensified communications between the different 

political and social systems did not always result in 

detente in the sense of political relaxation. If detente 

means to learn living together in spite of existing 

differences, the interpretation of the final ~t by 

government officials and mass-media sometimes led to 

strains rather than to relaxation, Domestic difficulties 

or overdrawn expectations made dogmatics and sceptics 

again resort to polemics/ which were well-known from the 

Cold War, or to inactivity. 

5. Since the text of the Final Act is very comprehensive 

and de-tailed it would not make sense to negotiate new 

agreements in Belgrade • .J.l:hat-has-been•reached -in-Hel-=-] 

(5inki-i:s-probably-tobe cons_:j,"der"'d-the_maximum-~f what 

can be done at the present stage. 

6. The positive effects of the Final Act of Helsinki have 

become ;v-_isible-::mos_t.:Qf5ll:in_the _field_of_humani tarian 'J 

1
problems:]There are reports from many European countries 

w:h'i"ch i'ntroduced new regulations enhancing communications 

bet··een the people across national frontiers and taking 

the personal interests of their citizen much more into 

uonsideration than in former times. Since it is the pur

pose of states and governments to serve the interests of 

the people,attention should be devoted to expanding these 

activities. 
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7. 1-.Thile much is left to improve East-Hest-relations in 

Europe this complex is becoming overshadowed more and 

more by worldwide difficulties. The global economic system 

appears not to be sufficient any more (which is relevant 

to CMEA-countries likewise). New methods of cooperation, 

concertation, control and guidance will become inevitable. 

The problems of energy and commodities, of the internation

al division of labour, of the protection of environment, 

of [the] preventing\ ~ abuse of nuclear plants and of the 

protection of civil nuclear industries have to be 

thoroughly discussed. This is a challenge to cooperation 

of all countries (i_nc::luding_the_socialist_:c9untri'es in 

Europe and the states of the Third Horld. E:iccludihg::J 

rthemsel ve s -from. this "Coope-ration~ will-not -s-aveth~e-so:::J 

ICiali s t- countries- from. being-affect e~d- by .. the-defi"ci"enci"e 'U:... 
While ideological slogans may have met with applauscfrom 

developping countries for some time, the states of Africa, 

Asia and Latin-America 'dll in the future identify their 

friends according to their actions rather than to their 

wording. 

8. In the field of international security it has become 

obvious that :<fetente carniot"be-limi ted·toEurop·e~ The 
-- -----

process of detente will develop worldwide, or collaps. 

People have become sensitive against imdustrialized 

states delivering weapons and armements to developping 

eountries in excess of their defensive needs and thereby 

"introducing a new form of colonialism for reasons of 

strategic interests or financial profits. By the way, 

some industrialized countries have experienced the un

willingness of developping countries to be used as proxies 

in conflicts between East and Vest. 

9. 1•.Thile arms control negotiations did not result in sub

stantial progress in the past, pressures from less 

powe·rful states towards real achievements will grow. 

In addition, the necessitym develop new energy resources 

will lead more and more countries to the "threshold" 

which eventually might jeopardize any endeavours to 

prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons, The more 
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so if the super-powers will not come to an agreement 

.to substantially reduce their strategic armaments. The 

Vienna talks, however, are unlikely to produce meaning

ful results in a foreseeable future. Economic pressures 

to reduce the burden of armaments lvill not become strong 

enough to force governments into international agree

ments on arms control as long as threat perceptions are 

permanetly being fed by a strong military build-up on 

one side and by a militant propaganda, the more so since 

the technicalities of arms and forces reductions are 

highly complicated, and the European balance of forces 

is inseparab4iy intertwined with the strategic relation

ship between the United States and the Soviet Union, 

One ~ter might be analysed in more detail by the govern-

ments in Belgrade,in so far as it might have politically 

de-stabilising effbciE. Hhat I have in mind is Cflie_activ:ity 

(9{radiostations broadcast'ing_in_foreign_languages.7The 

very fact that these broadcasts meet with interest in the 

b-.rond popul oce is evidence that people do not really 

trust their national radio stations~ The best remedy 

would be therefore to improve the national news programs and 

to encourage independent commentaries. But this appears 

difficult and is precluded in certain countries by ideolo-
' gical pecu~arities. In view of the different political 

systems it seems not to be promising to strive for common 

and binding guidelines which would guarantee "positive" 

qualities of those broadcasts. The only way to avoid ne

gative implications on East-West-relations might be[~o:J 
~pplythe_same rest:r'ictions-toforeigiloroadcasts-which-the..-, 

(radi'OStationshave toobserve_in_t.heir_dome>stica·ctiviti.esJ 

If the stations for instance want to criticize a foreign 

government they should not exceed the limits they have to 

watch when criticizing politicians within their own coun

tries• Whether it is advisable to institutionalize some 

sort of international (but non-governmental) control over 

these broadcasts may be open to discussion. 



!IEFCIIEI\TJ;!Bhl EEJITPA.UCI\OH BCTPE<JJ!I B CBETE OIIbiTA 
ITPETBOPEI~U/!H B JIU'l3Hb 3AKlllO'Il·'iTEJibHOfO AHTA COBEUW-ll1H 

IIO EE3011ACHOCTH H. COTPY.IUmlffiCTBY B EBPOIIE. 

I. !;felK,IT,yHapo,n:HaH ,n:er1CTBJil'l'8JI:bHOC'l':b H8JJJHX ,n:Heiil xapai\'l'8Pl'I3yeTCH 

.n:mrarvm3l.WM 11 Mr.:rororrJiaHOBC'l'I>IO. 3rmHoMWieCKMe TPYJ\HOC'l'I<I n BHyTpnnoJIH-

TE'I8CKM 6op:bda BO MHOrHX I\El.lUlTaJI11CTi•i'I8CKHX rocy,rr,apCTBax; Heypery

JII'IpOBHHHOC'l':b KOHCpJIHHTOB B T8X,HJll1 HHhiX pafiOFiaX 3eMHOrO Wapa; 060-

C Tperme rrpo6JieM, CBFI3aHHblX c 3a,n:a'Iei1 nepec'l'poilliH MelK,IT,yHapo,n:HbrX sKo

HOMH'IeCRHX OTHOlll8HYili ·- BCe 3'1'0 He TOJThl\0 YCJIOlKHHeT Kap'l'MHy, HO f!O

po:f.i 3aCJIOHJieT MaCUJTadbl H 3Ha'IeHUe C,cf,BI'IrOB B MeJKrocy,n:apCTBeHHHX OT

HO!li8HHHX .IJ:BYX Cl'iCTeM, OXBaThJBaeiVIblX f!Ol-LFITll8M pa3pH.IJ:KIIl. fvleRi,Il.y T8M, 

BHe KOHTei\CTa pa3pH;!LKH He MoryT 6blT:b rrpaBl!Jl:bHO TJOHJITH, 1'! 1 TeM 6oJiee 
l{ai\ 

pemeHbl IviHorHe CJIOJKHEie rrpo6JieMbl rJio6a.JThHoro, Tal\ H perHoHaJII>Horo 

xapaE'l'epa, c ROTopm.m 'IeJioBe'IeCTBo cTaJrmmaeTcH Ha nopore nocJie,n:-

nefi tJ:eTnep'lTt XX BeKa. 

2. I aBrycTa 1975 ro.n:a, rmr.n:a B1!Cil!He PYKOBo,n:wt'eJIM 'rpH.ILL\aTM Tpex 

eB porrei1ci<:¥IX · eT pan, a TEH\lite CUIA u 1\aHa.n:H, no,rr.nBcaJin B XeJII>CHHKJii 3a

KJIIO'IHTeJII>Hb!ii ai\T CoBet~aHHH no 6e3onacHOCTl! E CO'l'PY.ILHWJ:eCTBY B EBpo

rre, Ha'IaJrcH HOBB:Vr sTarr paspH.IJ:K!1. 1i nonec·my ;t;HH BCTaJio rrpeTnoperme 

B JKH3H:b COl'JlC\COBaHimX Ha COB8ll\aHHll HOJIOJD:8Hl1M ld )LOl'OBopeHHOCTeM, 

"ft,ilT8pHilJIH3al~H.fi pa3pH.IJ:IU1" B pa3J!M'IH1IX 06JiaCTHX. C TOrO .IJ:H.fi !IpOIIIJIO 

TIO'ITH .IJ:Bil r011.a. ,I(ocTaT01J"8H JUi Tai\OH CpOK .ILJIH OU8I-!Kr! B03.IJ:8JirCTBHH 

8TOro .IJ,OKyr,~eHT:B Hil MeJK,IJ,yHapO,IJ,HBe OTHO!il8HHH 9 .ILJIH IIO.ILB8.ILeHJ.iH llTOl"OB? 

Bonpoc STOT oco6eHHO yMecTeH B CBFI3H c rrpe.n:c'rOH!lleii BC'rpeqefl B 

EeJirpa,rr:e. BpHJI, Jli'I MOJKHO Ha Hero OTBeTHT:b O.IJ:H03Hil'IHO. C O,I(HOfr CTopo-' 

1-m, 3ar\JIIO'mTeJibH1li1: ar<T - 3To ,n:oJironpervleHHM nporpmm\~a, pacccrwraHHM 

Ha ro.ILH 11 .necH'nmeTHH. Ho c JWyrofi cTopmm, Ha rryTn npe'rBopemm 

B El!3HI> 3ar<JIIO'IHTeJII>Horo aETa y11~e c,n:eJiaH1! rrepBhie marn, 

QUESTA PUBBLICAZIONE E Dl PROPRIETA 
DELL'ISTITUTO AffARI INfERNA.ZIONAU 
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.f(OCTJI!rHYTbl I1paRTHt!8CIUJ8 pe3yJibTa'I'bl, Bhlf!B.I1moC:O OIIp8.[(8JI8HHbl8 -

ITOpOM IIpOT!lBOp81UiBbl8 - T8H,I(8Hl(\111 l1 TI0311l(l111, at!aJUl3 KOTOpb!X HM88T 

cynec'l'BeHHoe 3ria'IeHme .f(Jm noHHMarum xo.rr.a 11 rrepcnei\TI~B npol(ecca 

pa3pri.TI:KB B l(8JIOM, 

3. lipH Ol(8HK8 COBp8M8!IHOro 3Taiia pa3pH.f(In1 CY!l\8C'I'B8HH08 3I-Ia'1:8HJli8 

EbleeT Bh!6op RPHTepHH. EcJIH cpanmmaT:o Hh!HemHee noJIORlem:Ie c a6cTpai<

THb!N!Jti H cyO:J>8KTHBHbli:Jl1 npe}l,CTaBJI8HHHI/!ltl M l1,I(8aJialill'!, TO, KOH8tiHO, H8-

Tpy.f(HO HaMTYl HOBO.[( ;I\JIH I\pHT!lK!1 J'l H8Y.I\OBJI8'l'BOp8HHOC'I'!1, Ho 8CJIH OCTa

BaTbC.Fl Ha IT01J:B8 ,T\8IJCTBI!!T8JI:OHOCT!1 - no CaMOII CBOeiJ: 11pJIIpO,JJ,e CJIOlKHOiJ:, 

.f(J.lHaMll'IHOI{ H rrpOTJ!IBOpe'!HBOf{ - eCJIJ1 CpaBHJIIBaT:t. ero C I\OHI\peTHhlM M 

He CTOJI:b YlK ,JJ,aJieKJ!:M rrepJIIO.f(OM 11 XOJIO.f(HOM BOMHbi", TO H8JI:03.H He l1pl1.f(Tl1 
' 

I\ Bb!BO;II:Y 0 6eCCIIOpHO fl03llTl1BHOM XapaRTepe npO.f(OJilKa!OIL{l'IXCH C.f(BMrOB Ha 

MelK.f(yHapO.f(HOJ/i apeHe. 

IIpaB.na, no cpanHeHHIO c rrpe.f(!lleo'l'BYIOlllHM nepno.noM, Imr.na pe'!:o wJia 

B nepBy!O O'!epe.f(:t. 00 ycTpaH8HJ1H T8X HaCJI08HHiJ:."XOJIO,I(HOM BOMHbl 11
, I\OTO

pble HBHO OOHapylKJi!Jll\ CBO!O HCCOCTOHT8JI:DHOCT:b l>i ITpHlUJIH B ITpOTJIIBOpe'IH8 

C 1lHT8p8C2.Ml;l He 'l'OJI:OKO nporpeCCHBHb!X OO!f1eCTB8HI-lh!X Ci'IJI, HO l-lfljliaB.FIU1l!!X 

p;pyroB 3ana,rr,a, H Kor.na npou:ecc paspH,ll,I\11 npoTei\aJI cpaBHHTeJI:t.Ho OhlCTpo, 

Hh!H8U!Hil8 C,JJ,BHI'H B M8lKrocy.napCTB8HHb!X OTHO!lieHHHX .f(BYX CJ'iCTeM BblrJIH.f(HT 

MeHee "s!Jic{;eKTDHHNm". Pa6oTa no npeTBopeml!O B i~J13H:t. .noronopeHHOCTei1:, 

.f(OCTilrHYTb!X B XeJI:t.C:IlHI\!1, CKJia,I(b!BaeTCH !13 MHOrl!!X npaKTll'I8CKMX .f(8JI, 

He BCer.f(a 3aMeTHbJX, HO TeM He MeHee Ba.JKHh!X. 

B ConeTCKOM Co10se npH.naeTc.FI 6oJI:t.llloe 3Ha1J:eHHe npeTBopemno ~1(]13H:t. 

BC!')X HOJIOlK8H¥lM 3aEmo'Ill'I'8JI:bHOro 81\Ta. ~TY paOO'l'Y BOBJI8'!8Hhl MHOrl1e 

MJ1HI1C'I'8pCTBa i'l B8Jl,OMCTiJ!l2.EC'l'eCTBeHHO, '!TO HO O.f(HklM HanpaBJieHI1HM 

c.neJiaHo 6o;r:bwe, no ·.npyrMM - Heooxo,I(YilVIEe Mepbl rrpl!IHHMaiOTCH nocTeneHHO 

11J!ltl TOJI:t.I\O eme paspa6aTh!BaiDTCH. ~rnoroe s.nec:r, saBHCllT oT oomero 

COCTOID!llJ':I flOJU1TH'I8CKYiX OTHO!ll8Hl1.fi M8JK,Il,Y rocy,rr,apC'I'BaMH, OT "ypOBH5:! 11 

pa3pH.JJ:I<H. 
\ 

-· 
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3. 

J1.no,n:OTBOpHbl8 !10CJI8.I\CTBHH pa3pH.IJ:IUl, H800XO.I\llMOCT:b ee !1pO,n:OJIJKeHHH I!! 

yr.rryOJieHI!!H 01J:eBJ1;n:Hbl. 3Toro He MoryT HrHOpl'if!OB3.T:b M OTBeTCTBeHHble 

rocy,n:apCTBeHHble ,lT,eH'l'eJIJI 3ana,n:a, ROTOpble yJKe IIOCJie XeJThCHHRM Heo,n:

HOKpa'l'HO 3llil:BJIHJII1 0 TOM, '1'1'0 I!OJIJil'l'HKa pa3pJ1,IJ;Rlil He JilMeeT p3.3YI!IHOI1 

aJI:bTepH8.Tl1Bhl, 11 ITO.IJ:TBe pliQJ:8.JI1l Rypc Ha OCJia0JieHH8 MeJK,JJ.yHapO.IJ:HOM Ha

IIpmKeHHOCTH, OOOCH0Bh!B9JI ero peaJThHOCTmiiJ1 MlilpOBOJ'.l: CJ!ITyaii,HH, lKJ13HeH-
, ~oH:y 

HhlliiH HHTepecaMHVCTpaH, 

4. XOTH pa3]JH.ll:Ra COXpaHR8T CBOe 3Ha'leHI1e Be,n:yu~e:ti TeH,n:eHII,Lln 

MeJK,JJ.yHapo,n:Hof.i lKI13HH, COBpeMeHHhl~l 8'1'3.II. MJ;lpOBOM IIOJIY!THRH XapaRTepH3Y-

8TCH IIpOHBJieHJileM l1 .rr,pyrHX, Hepe,n:I\0 IIpOTHBO!IOJIOJKHI:JX TeH,n:eHII,J;lM: rrpo

,l\OJDY.aeTCH ronRa BoppyJKeHH:ti, cy111ecTByeT p.r-r..,TI, ocraroB HarrpHlKeHnocT1l, 

.rr.aeT ceo,q 3HaT:b ai\TllBH3aii,J;TH rrpoTHBHI1ROB 1.mpnoro cocyu~eCTBoBaHI!!H 

rocy.TI,apCTB .l\BYX CJ!iCTeM. 

KaNmamm n,ooTMB pa3pJ1,IJ;RII Be.TI,eTcH rro IViHOrHM HarrpaBJieHHJ1M. 3To 

11 paccyJK,JJ.emm o "6ecrrJio.n:HocTn" pa3.)J.F.UJ,RH HJIH o ee mm6bl O.TI.HOCTopoH

He11 Buro.n:uocTJii .TI.JIH CoBeTcEoro Coro3a, aTo Il ueooocHoBHHHue oomme-

HEH COII,JiaJIECTJ;I'leCI\MX CTpaH B "HeBbl!TOJIHemm" IIPHHHTblX B XeJI:bCHHRH 

OOH38.TeJI:bCTB, 8TO 11 III'Jlv!lfh!e R8.Mli3.HMJil BOI\pyr 11 3<-l.ll(YJTbl rrpaB '18JIOBei\a 11 

B C OII,H3.JII1C THLieCRliX C TpaHaX, C OJT pOBO;K.UaiOmHeCH ITOIIblTI\8.MI1 BMeWUBa T:bCH, 

BorrpeRJ1 JW).'Y H Oyl\Be 3ai\Jll01J:ViTeJI:bHOrO aKTa, B FiX BHyTpeHH!ile .n:eJia, 

0 
8To 11 6e3.D:OI\3.3aTeJIJOHble YTBep;K,UeHEH poeT'& "coBeTcl\oM yrpo3u". 

Bee 3TO He OCTaeTCH 6e3 BJikTHHHH Ha OQlYll\HaJI:bHblM BHeiUH8IIOJIJlTJil1J:8C

KHi1: Kypc, 3aT.IJY.D:HJIH peaJIM3ai\11IO yiKe .D:OC1'JiirHyThlX .n:oroBopeHHOCTeti, B 

'!aCTHOCTH B o6JiacTH orpam1creunH BoopyJKeHH:ti, rr rrpen.rrTCTBYH pas.HTI1Kl 

B3aJ.U!!OBHro.n:Horo pamwrrpaBnoro coTpy,n:HHcrecTBa. 

5 . .1I.yMaeTCH, LITO IIpOHCI\Jil BparoB MHpa He B COCTOHHHM rrepe'!epRifYTl 

.I\OCTllilteHYU{ pa3pH,l\I\H, O!Tiilpa!Oli1HXCH Ha 11pO'lHYIO 06~eRTHMBHYJO OCHOBY. 
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4. 

TeM He MeHee l1X ,D,eHTeJibHOCT:o Tal1T B ce6e cepbe3Hyro onacHOCTb. 

38.I(eplKKa B IIOCTyrraTeJibHOM pa3BJ1TMH pa3p!UJ.IUI, W'TeM OOJiee ITOIU!THOe 

,llBmKemre, B03BpaT K "XOJIO,ll,HOif BOMHe" MOI'YT 06epHyTbC.fl He 'l'OJI:bKO 

6eCJJ,eJibHOil pacTpaTOM MaTepl1aJI&Hb!X pecypCOB B I'OI-!Ke BOopyEeHH:fti, HO 

H orracnmm o6oc'rpeHEFIMH Melli,ILyHapo.n:Hoil o6cTaHoBrm. Bee a To HaJmraeT 

oco6y10 OTBeTCTBeHHOCTb Ha rrpaBUTeJIJ)CTBa BCeX C'rpaH - _60JI:bllll1X H Ma

Jib!X, Tpe6yeT Bb!COKOi'i O,llHTeJI:bHOCTH l1 I!apaCTaJOll(eM ai\Tl'IBHOCTl'! UJMpOI\HX 

OOLl(eCTBeHHLIX I\PYI'OB, BC8)( 111MpOJII06!1BHX C!1JI. 

llepBOCTeiiCHHOe 3Ha1J:eHJ1e HMCIOT rrp06Jie!/i11 o6y3,llaHl:UJ: I'OHKH BOOpy

JKeHHi1, H6o B Hai11l1 JLHH ee rrpo,noJDI\eHHe 3aKJII01J:aeT B ce6e cepbe3HYIO 
c 

yrpo3y Bceo6rueMy MHPY· H MOJKeT cB"0rB Ha meT .nocTHJKeHHH noJII1TH'IeCKoi1 

pa3]1H,JJ.I\H. 

~ Jko6XO.JJ:l'lMLI TepneJIHBHe li0!1CIUI BCe HOBb!X HyTeil J! I\OHKp8THh!J! 

cj)OpM pa3BHTl1H MHpHOI'.O B3aHMOBb!I'O,ll;I10I'O C01'py,UHH1J:eCTBa MCJK,IJ,V I'OCy,Uap
l!1a ;; pP aJili 3augvy 

CTBaNill c pasJIH'IHHM o6u[eCTBeHiillM CJrpoeM. B ,I(e JibUJYIO 

pom IIO-ITpeJ:U-IeMy IIPY13BaiiO cnrpaTb OCHOBaHHOe Ha rrpmn.ume Ml1pHOI'O 

B 
cocyu[eCTBomnm .nBycTopoHaee coTPY.ILHH'l:eCTBO, B03NOJKHOCTJil KOToporo, 

J\aK ITOKa3LIBaeT npaB;THEa, .IT.aJiei\0 He J1C'l:eprrml11. BMeCTe C 'l'eM UOJIOlK!l

TeJI:bHOe 3Ha<reHI;e MllieJIO 6LI pa3BHTHe MHOI'OCTOJDOHHero COTpy,UHH1J:8CTBa 

I'OCYJ\apC'l'B, o6pa3y!OlUero I\ai\ Ob! Cllii3Y!Ol!fY!O MaTepHaJI:bHYIO 1'1\tlHb IIpO'l:HOI'oj 

' 
Mtlpa. Iia 8'ro HanpaBJieHLI l13BeCTHble coBe~'CKHe rrpe,nJioJKeHHH o rrpoBe.n:eHnl1' 

o6Uieenponef!rcKHX KOErpeccoB IliDI MeJKrocy.rr,apcTBeHHb!X coneuiaHwH no rrpo-

6JieMaM 'I'pancrropTa, anepreTIJI\ll, 3aU1HTLI OI\PY~"-IOII[eli cpe,I1.1I. 

IJpe,UCTOHl!ja.FI B 1977 I'. BC'l'pe'l:a rrpe,nCTaBJilTGJiefi rocy,napCTB-y'laCTH.Vl£ 

I\OB OO!QeeBporrel~ICI\OI'O COBeU[aHJ<JH B EeJirp8,JJ.e, ,naeT B03MOJKHOCTb 06MeHHT

CH MHeHHHMH 0 ITOJIOJKHTeJib!IOM OITb!Te COTPY.I\HH1J:GCTBa I'OCy,UapCTB B peure

Hl:JVI 38,JJ.a1J:, onpe,UeJieHHhlX B 3w:mo1J:HTeJI:nHoM ai\Te, YI rrpo,rr:o.JJJKMTb Ha 

MHOI'OCTOpOHHGM OCHOBe 06MeH MHeHYJHMH 0 ,UaJI:bHeiWI1X YCYIJIHHX B I(eJIHX 
\ 
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5. 
ynpotreHJ:ill 6e3onaCHOCTJ!J ~I pa3BHTHH CO'l'PYJ~Hl1l!8C'I'Ba B Enpone, 

pa3BYITHH npouecca pa3prmm1 B 6y,IJ,ymervr. 

6. l:J:To KacaeTcH CoBeTcrwro Co103a, To nocJie,IJ:oBa TeJr:nnocT:n ero 

Kypca Ha pa3p.fUJ,I\y, ero peiliHMOCTb BMGCTG CO BCGMJ1 MHpOJTI06Y!Bb!MH CI1Jia

MH ,IJ:06J!iBaTbCH ynpo-iJ:emi.H 6e30l1aCHOCTI! B EBpone 11 BO BCGM MEpe, paCWM

peHJm panHonpamroro r1 B3a¥JMOBLirO,IJ,Horo MeJK,Il.yHapo,IJ:Horo COTPY.D:HHtieCTBa 

B pa3Jllll!H1!X 06JiaCTHX,_ liOJIYl!llJlll TIO,ll,TB8p~\I(8Hll8 B peUIGHJ1HX ID C'b83,IJ,a 

rmcc' B ,ll,OKYMGHTBX EepJIMHCKOM I{OHcj)epeHUHH I\OMMYHMCTHl!GCK11X ll pa6o

l!HX napTn.ii Enpomu ( H!OH:O 1976 r.), B MaTep11aJiax 0I\TH6pnCKOro HJI8HYM8it 

UI\ KITCC, B HTorax conemarmn IIoJIMTJFiecKoro I{OHcyJI:nTaTHBiwro KOMviTeTa 

rocy,IJ,apcTB-yiiacTHHKOB BapmaBcrwro ,D,oronopa B HOH6pe 1976 r. B Eyxa

pec'!·e, B BUCTYl1JI8Hl1.FIX'JI.H.EpeJKHeBa. 

CoBeTCKHM COJ03 H ,ll,pyrne CTpaHU COUHaJIJ1CTHl!GCKOro COJ~PYiE8CCTBa 
,ll,0611B8JO'I'CH ,ll,aJI:OHGlTIUGro pa3BYITI'lH 6JiaronpHHTHbiX ,ll)I.H r.':Hpa H COJ~liaJI:OHODO 

nporpecca nepe~>wH B MeJI(,I(yHapo,ll,Hoti o6cTaHOBKe, npenpar~emcq pa3p.fUJ,KH 

B HenpepHBHIJJ!i, Bee 6oJiee l.\H3Hecnoco6rmi1, ymmepcaJI:OHIJ!1 H Heo6paTHM1Ji1, 

OXBaTEJBaiOI!(HM Bee KOHTHHeHTb! npouecc, rrepexo,IJ,a K YCTOtfcrHBOMY IIJIO,ll,OTBOJ 

HOMY MHpHoMy coTpy,ll,HMtiecTBy MeJL',n,y rocy;o;apcTnmm, ,ll,OC'rHJKeHM.H rrpaKTvitiec 

Knx ycnexon B pa3opy1xemm - n rrepnyro otiepe,r~:n H,ll,epnoM. 

\ 

rrpo!lJeccop .U. TOidAlllEBCKI11iJ:. 
11HCTWl'Y'l' MltlpOBO:it 8KOHOMHKI1 ll 
MeJK;o;YHa po;o;n11x OTHowemri1 AH CCCP 
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